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This thesis presents study, analysis and implementation of algorithms
to perform object detection and recognition using an event-based cam-
era. This sensor represents a novel paradigm which opens a wide range
of possibilities for future developments of computer vision. In partic-
ular it allows to produce a fast, compressed, illumination invariant
output, which can be exploited for robotic tasks, where fast dynamics
and significant illumination changes are frequent. The experiments
are carried out on the neuromorphic version of the iCub humanoid
platform. The robot is equipped with a novel dual camera setup
mounted directly in the robot’s eyes, used to generate data with a
moving camera. The motion causes the presence of background clut-
ter in the event stream.
In such scenario the detection problem has been addressed with an at-
tention mechanism, specifically designed to respond to the presence of
objects, while discarding clutter. The proposed implementation takes
advantage of the nature of the data to simplify the original proto-
object saliency model which inspired this work.
Successively, the recognition task was first tackled with a feasibility
study to demonstrate that the event stream carries sufficient informa-
tion to classify objects and then with the implementation of a spiking
neural network. The feasibility study provides the proof-of-concept
that events are informative enough in the context of object classifi-
cation, whereas the spiking implementation improves the results by
employing an architecture specifically designed to process event data.
The spiking network was trained with a three-factor local learning rule
which overcomes weight transport, update locking and non-locality
problem.
The presented results prove that both detection and classification can
be carried-out in the target application using the event data.
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This thesis will focus on object detection and recognition using event driven cam-
eras.
Event driven cameras represent a great potential for the future of computer
vision, given their unprecedented capability to deliver a compressed output at a
very fine temporal resolution and high dynamic range. With these characteristics
they unlock a whole new range of possibilities, especially in robotics, where the
scenarios may include fast dynamics and large variations in illumination. Ad-
ditionally, they work on much lower power requirements as compared to regular
frame-based sensors, opening the possibilities for embedded applications in power
constrained situations resulting in a higher sustainability of robots with an on-
board processing, increasing their battery life.
The neuromorphic community is working hard to understand the advantages
and limitations of this new paradigm, in any sort of visual task, trying to push the
boundaries of the field of applicability of the sensor. Chapter 2 gives an overview
of the state of the art in the field, also providing examples of how this sensor has
captured attention even out of the academic world.
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The present study aims at understanding the possibility of employing the sen-
sor for the purpose of object detection and recognition in a robotic scenario. The
robotic platform where all of the experiments are carried out is the neuromorphic
version of the iCub humanoid platform [1, 2], equipped with two event cameras
in the eyes, coupled with regular cameras, as further described in Section 4.1.1.
The work is motivated by the need of modern computer vision systems to
expand their range of applicability. Standard cameras suffer from several limita-
tions, such as limited frame-rate, poor image quality in case of over or underex-
posure, high memory space consumption. On the other hand, being a relatively
new technology, the algorithms developed for event cameras are not as mature
as their frame-based counterpart. For this reason the community needs to invest
resources to fill this technological gap, and the present work represents a step
towards that direction.
Both object detection and recognition tasks have been widely studied in the
traditional computer vision field, especially since the rise of deep learning, and
have started to gain interest also in the neuromorphic community. However, there
is a significant difference between the output of the two sensors that limits the use
of existing algorithms designed for RGB images. In fact, the event-camera only
responds to changes in the stimulus rather than its absolute appearance. They
elicit a spike every time an ”event” is detected, an event being a relative change
in the light intensity falling on a pixel. More details about the event cameras and
the commercially available products will be provided in Section 2.1.
When approaching the problem building on a traditional computer vision
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starting point there are several possibilities to develop an algorithm for neuro-
morphic cameras, which could be generally categorized as (i) direct application
of the existing method, (ii) adaptation by changing the incompatible parts of the
algorithm and (iii) the development from scratch. Each approach has strengths
and weaknesses. (i) can be mainly used as an exploratory technique for a feasi-
bility study or a proof-of-concept, not taking into account the sensor capabilities,
but still useful to understand how to proceed in further development. The use
of approach (ii) gets closer to an algorithm design that takes advantage of the
events and it may result in algorithmic improvement over the frame based ap-
proach, however to fully exploit the sensor characteristics method (iii) offers the
best results at the cost of increased design and development time. This thesis
will demonstrate various applications of all of these different approaches, which
will be briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.
The first algorithm is presented in Chapter 3, entitled Proto-object based
saliency for event cameras. The proposed approach is a biologically plausible
object detection system based on a visual attention mechanism. In this case the
algorithm was adapted from an existing model [3] by modifying the processing
stages that proved incompatible with the event data, therefore following approach
(ii). The use of event cameras helped, on an algorithmic point of view, to simplify
the computation resulting in a lighter implementation. In particular, as discussed
in more details in Chapter 3, [3] uses a Center Surround (CS) filtering that in the
event based implementation is already performed at the sensor level, allowing a
significant simplification of the algorithm. Furthermore, the neuromorphic cam-
era increases the overall biological plausibility of the system by mimicking the
early computation stages of the biological visual processing pipeline.
The attention mechanism forms the basis of the object detection system by se-
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lecting regions of the visual field which most likely contain objects and therefore
represents the first stage of a more complete image processing pipeline. This work
was presented at the International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems
(IROS) 2019 conference [4].
Chapter 4 introduces a direct application of an off-the-shelf deep learning
architecture for the purpose of object recognition. This work presents a proof-
of-concept of events usability for the target task, therefore approach (i) has been
employed. The goal was to prove that the events contain the informations nec-
essary to extract features that are discriminative enough to classify different ob-
jects. The question raised from the inherent difference of event appearance as
compared to RGB images. At first sight, events seem to contain much less infor-
mation, lacking colours, intensity, or fine texture details contained in traditional
images. Nevertheless, the presented analysis showed how the information con-
tained in the event stream allows to achieve a recognition performance in par,
if not slightly better, than a traditional camera under the same settings. Addi-
tionally, an ad-hoc experiment proved that the event cameras can still perform
the recognition under extreme conditions such as very high object speed or poor
illumination. The latter result demonstrates how the event cameras can compen-
sate for the failures of traditional recognition systems. In order to use the events
in a frame-based algorithm, the data must be represented in an image form. To
achieve this events are accumulated over a temporal window and this work also
analyses the sensitivity of the system to the length of the integration time, pro-
viding some guidelines for proper tuning of the temporal parameter.
One of the main limitations when applying machine learning to event data is the
lack of annotated dataset as opposed to the RGB domain. For this reason this
work also exploited the hardware setup mounted in the iCub’s eyes in order to
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collect an annotated dataset used for training the system. The data labelling was
performed in an automatic way, bootstrapping recognition algorithms on frames.
Results were presented in IROS 2018 conference [5].
The latter work proved that events contain the information necessary for a
recognition system to work, however it does not really take advantage of the
event camera capabilities, because when rendering an image at a fixed frame-
rate the rich temporal information is lost. For this reason, Chapter 5 analyses a
learning framework that is specifically designed to process event data, following
approach (iii). In the proposed implementation, a Spiking Neural Network (SNN)
is trained with a novel technique, Deep Continuous Local Learning (DeCoLLe),
which allows the exploitation of already available machine learning software tools,
still taking in consideration the nature of the data and the biological plausibility
of the learning rule. DeCoLLe achieves higher classification accuracy then the
adapted off-the-shelf method proposed in Chapter 4, where a state of the art deep
architecture was employed. This result is interesting because the DeCoLLe learn-
ing rule relaxes most of the constraining assumption made by the ubiquitous
Back Propagation (BP) algorithm such as symmetric synaptic weights (weight
transport problem), use of high precision error signal, alternation of forward and
backward passes (update locking problem). Additionally, the spiking network
could eventually be deployed on dedicated neuromorphic hardware for a low-
latency, power efficient and biologically plausible implementation. Chapter 5 will
provide more details about the derivation of the learning rule and the architecture
in general.
This work was the result of a collaboration with the Neuromorphic Machine Intel-
ligence (NMI) laboratory of University of California, Irvine under the supervision
of professor Emre Neftci.
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This collaboration is still active, with the aim of integrating the attention and
recognition modules together for a full detection and classification pipeline.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
This chapter aims at summarizing the latest research results that make use of
event driven cameras, with particular focus on works addressing object detection
and recognition. For this task, the computer vision community has quite rapidly
switched to learning approaches, with the aid of more sophisticated architectures,
more powerful hardware and the availability of large amount of data. Machine
learning, and especially deep learning, have changed the way computer vision al-
gorithms are developed, due to their increased precision, versatility and variety of
applications to which they are applied [6]. In parallel, as further explained in Sec-
tion 2.1, the rise of event based cameras such as Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) [7],
DAVIS [8] or Asynchronous Time-based Image Sensor (ATIS) [9] has unlocked
new possibilities, by filling the gaps where regular cameras usually fail, due to
their high temporal resolution, high dynamic range and low power consumption.
In this scenario, it seems inevitable that also the neuromorphic community would
make use of deep learning algorithms using data taken from event cameras. One
possible approach is the use of off-the-shelf deep learning architecture that have
been developed for frame-based data and simply feed them with events, as pre-
sented in Chapter 4. However, there are several differences between frame-based
and event-based sensors that need to be taken into account when designing an
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algorithm that takes events as input.The data comes in a very different way as
compared to regular cameras, in which a full matrix of data with RGB values
is sent out at a fixed frame rate. Event cameras only detect the change in the
light intensity falling at each pixel producing a fast, asynchronous, compressed
data stream, that inherently contains informations such as local contrast (use-
ful in edge detection), or fine temporal scale for high speed applications. Such
sensor allows for the extraction of richer spatio-temporal information, and en-
abling a data-driven computing approach that significantly differs from the batch
processing of regular cameras. Clearly, this fundamental difference with respect
to traditional sensors requires some considerations, not only when working with
machine learning, but with any algorithm that takes data from event cameras as
input: while frame-based sensors output a full matrix of RGB values at a fixed
frame rate, event cameras output info as a continuous stream of events, each cor-
responding to an illumination change in the field of view of the pixel that emitted
the event. Section 2.2 explains the main techniques that have been used in the
literature to cope with this type of data.
On the other hand, the spikes produced by a neuromorphic sensor fit within
the domain of Spiking Neural Network (SNN) [10], in which the inter-neuron
communication is carried out with spikes. These networks, besides being inspired
by the most intelligent machine known to date, the human brain, also promise
to reduce computational cost and power requirements. To achieve this, compu-
tation is only performed when needed, and communication is carried out with
binary signals, significantly reducing the amount of memory required as com-
pared to double-precision floating point values typically used in Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)s. Unfortunately SNNs fed with event data are struggling
to achieve state of the art performance as compared to deep Artificial Neural
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Network (ANN) due to the lack of effective learning algorithms, because the
non differentiability of spikes hinders the direct application of backpropagation.
Chapter 5 presents a SNN implementation that overcomes this problem and also
relaxes the strong assumptions of BP. Section 2.3 provides an overview of the lat-
est techniques available in the literature to effectively train networks of spiking
neurons.
To take full advantage of the capabilities of SNNs, the community has devel-
oped a number of hardware devices that can emulate on-chip the behaviour of
spiking neurons. As compared to Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)s, that aim
at providing general purpose acceleration of graphic processing, the neuromor-
phic hardware is more optimized towards the deployment of neural network, with
massive parallelization and minimum communication overhead. These devices
tend to keep memory and processing in the same place, in order to circumvent
the bottleneck that traditional von Neumann architectures face [11]. However,
the deployment on neuromorphic hardware requires a proper architectural de-
sign of the algorithms. The system presented in Chapter 5 is designed taking in
consideration the hardware implementation and an ongoing project is focusing
on porting the attention system introduced in Chapter 3 to a SpiNNaker device.
Section 2.4 will list some of the most promising neuromorphic chips with further
details on the architecture of each.
As previously mentioned, one of the main reasons that has made deep learning
so successful is also the huge amount of annotated datasets available for train-
ing. Also in this sense, the neuromorphic community has a big challenge to face,
but in the recent past, more and more datasets are becoming available to bench-
mark algorithms. Section 2.5 lists some of the most interesting ones, highlighting
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those that are currently available to the public. Chapter 4 also presents a dataset
recording with an automatic annotation system that exploits the hardware setup,
comprising both event and regular cameras, mounted on the iCub robot.
Finally Section 2.6 provides more details about the applications of event driven
cameras to the object detection and recognition task.
In particular, in order to develop an algorithm that better suits the event
data, Section 2.6.1 focuses on how to achieve object detection with a bottom-up
attention mechanism, as further explained in Chapter 3.
Instead Section 2.6.2 gives a literature overview of works that address the
object classification task starting from event data. In this thesis Chapters 4 and 5
will provide two different approaches using a frame-based or spiking architecture.
2.1 Event-driven cameras
Event driven cameras, otherwise called silicon retinae as in their first develop-
ment [12], are an emerging technology that represent a significant revolution as
compared to traditional vision sensors. They can operate on an unprecedented
temporal resolution, in the order of microseconds, at a very low power budget.
Each pixel is an independent illumination change detector, that asynchronously
produces a spike whenever the change in the logarithmic light intensity falling on
it is significantly large, i.e. at the edges of objects or structures moving relative
to the camera. The logarithmic scale is given by the response of the photore-
ceptor used at the circuitry level. The event-stream does not encode redundant
data and, in the case of dynamic vision sensors, when no motion or illumination
change occurs there is simply no events to process. Uniformly textured surfaces
do not elicit a response, even during fast motion. The result is a compressed,
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asynchronous visual stream with very high temporal resolution (< 1µs). Addi-
tionally, as compared to the traditional dynamic range of a regular camera (60-80
dB), the event cameras provide a much higher dynamic range (120− 140dB), as
well as a low latency (< 15µs vs 30ms of traditional cameras) as a full frame
of data does not need to be transferred in unison. The sensors have great po-
tential for use in dynamic robotic tasks as they would cover all the cases where
regular cameras would fail, such as poor lighting conditions, fast motion of cam-
era or objects/scene. One famous case of such failure recently occurred when
a camera on an Uber self driving car has failed in detecting the presence of a
pedestrian at night [13]. In such scenarios, the event cameras could have de-
tected the pedestrian. In recent years, the research community has shown an
increasing interest towards this technology with applications ranging from esti-
mation of depth and/or optical flow [14–17], human pose estimation [18], gesture
recognition [19–22], mapping [23, 24]. Since the first development in 1991 [12],
and later attempts [25,26], the technology has matured with the development of
the first Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) at IniLabs [7,27,28]. The DVS, shown in
Figure 2.1 is a 128 × 128 resolution camera which has all of the characteristics
described above (high temporal resolution, high dynamic range, low latency). In
particular the DVS was the first device that came along with an easy-to-use li-
brary that made it practical for non-expert users, and that overcame the pixel
mismatch problem, which led to high variance in pixel firing rates in previous de-
velopment (i.e. 1–2 decades standard deviation and more than half the pixels not
spiking at all for stimuli with 50% contrast [26]). Therefore, one key DVS feature
is contrast sensitivity. In [29] a novel pixel photo sensing and transimpedance
pre-amplification stage makes it possible to improve even further the contrast
sensitivity from 10-15% down to 1.5%.In a successive development the DAVIS240
combined both a DVS, with a slightly increased spatial resolution of 240 × 180,
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Figure 2.1: A DVS camera
and a regular camera to provide an overlapped output of both greyscale intensity
images and events [8,30]. The Inivation company [31], spin-off of IniLabs, is now
manufacturing and selling both the DVS and the DAVIS
Samsung [32] and Insightness [33] have also started developing products based
on the DVS. Interestingly Samsung has also released the first commercial product
to the public: an indoor home monitoring system that exploits the low power
consumption, data compression and motion detection of the sensor [34].
At the same time the ATIS sensor was also being developed [9], with a resolu-
tion of 304× 240 and the possibility of reconstructing intensity images exploiting
electrical properties of the pixel circuit at a cost of an increased pixel size as
compared to DVS or DAVIS. Based on the ATIS new generation high resolution
12
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technology the Prophesee company is currently producing and selling event based
sensors and cameras [35].
Overcoming the limited resolution of mentioned sensors the Celex company
has been able to develop an outstanding 1280×800 resolution event-based camera
which unlocks even new possibilities for algorithm deployment.
In general, also on a commercial and industrial point of view, the sensor is
attracting interest towards the development of new generation vision tools.
2.2 Data representation
When dealing with event based cameras, the first thing that needs to be defined
is how to represent the data. Event cameras do not output a whole matrix of
pixels, but a stream of events, typically arranged in an array in Address Event
Representation (AER) [36]. In AER, each event contains information about the
pixel that has fired, together with a timestamp and the event polarity (positive
if light intensity on the pixel has increased, and negative otherwise). In a multi
camera setup the event can also contain an ID of the camera. Such a compact and
sparse representation allows for data compression, but it has to be treated differ-
ently than regular RGB matrix representation. In literature there are a number
of different approaches to deal with AER, that must be carefully analysed before
choosing the one that better suits the desired task and algorithm. Especially
when designing a neural network that takes events as input, the data represen-
tation plays a crucial role for the correct functioning of the network. Since most
of the computer vision algorithms are designed to work with RGB images, the
most straightforward thing to do is to render an image from the event stream.
This step is only needed in synchronous algorithms, such as those presented in
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Chapters 3 and 4, that are directly adapted from the computer vision domain.
In general, the individual spike does not contain enough information, so events
need to be integrated in order to generate a more meaningful representation.
There are several ways to produce an image from asynchronous events, but
the most simple is the window approach where events are accumulated over a
fixed amount of time [37], or over a fixed number of events [18, 38, 39]. The first
approach is agnostic to the type of scene, but it may suffer from motion blur or
incomplete edge representation depending on object or camera speed. The second
approach automatically adapts the frame rate according to the amount of motion,
hence it is less sensitive to blur, but it requires some assumptions on the number
of events that the camera would generate in a given environment, depending on
clutter, texture and number of objects in the scene. Figure 2.2 gives an idea of
the times at which frames would be generated in either representation. In the
case of a fixed temporal window, each frame comes at a given rate regardless of
the amount of events emitted between one frame and the other, whereas in the
second representation, the number of generated frames changes depending on the
stimulus. Additionally, the per-pixel count of the events could be used as extra
information, encoding the amount of activity in a given area, possibly due to high
contrast or motion. In general, most of the more sophisticated approaches are
variants of these two simple representations. However, both of these approaches
discard the rich temporal information embedded in the events, so they do not
fully exploit the event cameras potential.
To take this valuable information into account, [40] introduces the time sur-
faces, where the most recent events get higher values that then decay over time,




Constant number of events
Figure 2.2: Example of fixed temporal window (top) and constant number of events
(bottom) representation. In the first case, each frame (black rectangles)
comes at a given rate regardless of the amount of events emitted between
one frame at the other, whereas in the second representation, the number
of generated frames changes depending on the stimulus. The image plane
xy is plotted against the time dimension.
in Figure 2.3. In [21] time surfaces are successfully used to perform gesture recog-
nition, a task in which the proper encoding of temporal information is fundamen-
tal. Time surfaces can be further enhanced by adding two additional feature
maps computed with linear decay and binning (each timestamp is maintained for
a fixed amount of time or overridden by a new event at the same location), as
introduced in [41]. This new representation is called memory surface, as it en-
codes different ways to remember/forget past data. In [42] the authors introduce
the leaky surface layer, that is a matrix in which each element is connected to
a pixel of the camera and every time a spike arrives the corresponding element
in the surface is increased by a fixed amount and then the whole matrix decayed
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depending on the time from the last spike. The use of this technique allows the
exploitation of the rich temporal information contained in spikes and keep track
of pixels with high activity. In [43] a time-image representation is introduced,
in which they consider the average timestamp of the events occurred at a given
pixel in a fixed temporal window. This approach allows for noise mitigation, while
maintaining the valuable temporal information. Furthermore a similar represen-
tation is presented in [44], however they discretize along the time axis to a fixed
number of bins and generate what they call a discretized event volume. Each
event falls into the bin corresponding to its timestamp, maintaining a quantized
temporal distribution of events over the window. Table 2.1 summarizes the main
techniques to represent event data.
Different ways to render an image from events could have a significant impact
on the algorithms outcome, as shown in [45] (also explained in Section 2.3),
in which a proper choice of data representation was crucial to train an ANN.
As an example Chapter 4 will present a study which analyses how the temporal
parameter for event integration affects the result of a CNN for object recognition.
However, the direct use of spikes in the domain of a SNN allows to skip this step,
feeding the raw data in the network. Also in this scenario, information from
multiple events need to be integrated by the network. Chapter 5 will go more in
the details of data integration in a SNN.
2.3 Training a Spiking Neural Network
Given the data representation of event cameras, the SNN framework [10] seems to
be better suited than traditional CNN. In SNNs, the neuron-to-neuron commu-
nication is carried out in form of spikes, similarly to what happens on a synaptic
level in the brain. As such, the pixels of an event camera can be directly treated
16
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Figure 2.3: From [40]. Example time surfaces when presenting simple moving edges
to the camera. First column shows a representation of the stimulus. The
second column shows corresponding data from the ATIS sensor where white
dots are ON events and black dots are OFF events. The third column
shows the time-surface obtained from these events and computed for the
event located in the centre of the circle in the second column: the first,
positive, half is obtained from the ON events and the second, negative, half
is obtained from the OFF events
as one of those neurons which emit spikes to communicate visual information.
SNNs have the advantage of being much less expensive in terms of data exchange
and power consumption, while providing superior computational power than tra-
ditional neural networks [47]. One of the reasons why SNNs have not achieved
the success of ANNs is the lack of an effective training procedure: spikes are non
differentiable by definition, preventing the gradient from propagating backward
as required in the ubiquitous backpropagation algorithm. However, due to the
availability of neuromorphic sensors and hardware, the research community has
shown interest in finding ways to train networks of spiking neurons. These train-
ing techniques can be categorized under three groups: (i) mapping the weights
of a pre-trained ANN to a SNN, (ii) use of variant of backpropagation directly
on the SNN and (iii) unsupervised techniques which do not require the gradient
computation at all.
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Temporal window Scene independent. May suffer from blur or underexpo-
sure. Discards temporal information.
Constant number of
events
Adapts to different speed. To be tuned on specific scene.
Discards temporal information.
Time surface [40] Maintains temporal information. May be updated asyn-
chronously.




Maintains temporal information and keeps track of pixels
with high activity




Discretizes the temporal dimension, maintaining the dis-
tribution of events over time.
Table 2.1: Summary of data representation techniques
The first approach applies regular backpropagation on an ANN and then maps
the learned weights on the spiking counterpart. Events are turned into frame us-
ing a fixed temporal window representation, and fed to a CNN for training. The
weights learnt this way are then transferred to a spiking architecture identical
to the one used for training, except that each neuron is replaced with a LIF
model [48]. High activation of a neuron in the CNN is therefore translated into
a high firing rate of the corresponding spiking one. This algorithm was first
presented in [37], then used again in [49] where the authors present promising
results on synthetic data, however, as admitted by the same authors, accuracy
drops dramatically when the input data are recorded from real sensors. More re-
cent work using the same technique [45] has managed to reduce this performance
gap on a robot predator-prey chasing dataset recorded in [50], where a ”preda-
tor” robot had to recognize and chase a ”prey” robot using a DVS. To achieve
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this result, the way frames were generated from events to train the ANN turned
out to be a crucial point. They have used a constant number of events with
per-pixel count. Additionally, outliers are removed by clipping counts greater
than 3 times the standard deviation, and finally the pixel values are scaled to the
range [0, 1]. This approach is easier to implement, given the availability of tools
to perform backpropagation and, now, to carry out the weight mapping to a SNN.
A second class of algorithms addresses the problem by finding workarounds
and/or approximations of the classical backpropagation approach to overcome the
non differentiability of the spikes. One example of such algorithms is the Event
Driven Random Backpropagation (eRBP) [51], which in turn is inspired by [52].
The latter shows that there is no necessity of symmetric backward connectivity
pattern for an accurate weight update. In the classical backpropagation algo-
rithm the update is computed as δbp = W
T e where W is the weight matrix and e
the error signal. In [52] instead, W T is replaced by a matrix of random and fixed
weights that only needs to be initialized once. In other words, when performing
one gradient descent optimization step, the neurons do not need to know the
synaptic weight value and instead receive a random projection of the error signal.
This algorithm, called Feedback Alignment, achieves remarkable results matching
the same level of performances of backpropagation while requiring a much less
constrained memory sharing mechanism. Such a feature is fundamental when de-
ploying a network on neuromorphic hardware where the memory is only available
locally at the neuron level. Building on the finding of [52], eRBP introduces an
event-driven learning rule that can learn with high accuracy on MNIST [53] and
EMNIST [54]. The spike non differentiability is dealt with by means of surrogate
gradients, that is an approximated derivative of the hard threshold of spikes on
the backward pass only. The use of surrogate gradient serves as a relaxation of
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the spiking non linearity for the purpose of numerical optimization, allowing the
minimization of the loss function as in the regular backpropagation algorithm.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of such relaxation in a case where the gradient of the
loss function is flat almost everywhere. [55] provides an overview of several works
that make use of surrogate gradients. Out of these techniques, it is worth men-
tioning the work presented in [20], that makes use of a three-factor learning rule
combining surrogate gradient, random backpropagation and local learning [56]
on a spiking neural network that performs gesture recognition.
SNNs can also be trained in an unsupervised fashion, making use of Spike
Timing Dependent Plasticity (STDP) [57]. Such learning rule is a type of Heb-
bian rule, named after the neuroscientist Donald Hebb who first theorized that
”Neurons that fire together, wire together”. In other words connections between
neurons that show a causal relationship are strengthened, that is, those which fire
right after having received spikes form a presynaptic neuron, while connections
of the neurons that show the opposite behaviour are weakened. The increase of
synaptic strength is called Long Term Potentiation (LTP), whereas the opposite
is called Long Term Depression (LTD). Figure 2.5 illustrates the relation between
spike timing and synaptic strength adaptation. The use of this learning rule ,
allows training of SNN without the need of annotated dataset, making it very
interesting for practical applications where annotated data are scarcely available.
One example of successful application of STDP can be found in [58], which will
be further explained in section 2.6.2. However unsupervised learning struggles in
achieving similar accuracy as compared to supervised, and in general has more
complex dynamics which are hard to regularize.
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Figure 2.4: From [55]. Example of a loss function with vanishing gradient everywhere
(left) and how the use of surrogate gradient may help smoothing to support
the optimization (right)
Figure 2.5: On the left an example of pre and post synaptic neurons that show causality,
in that the post fires right after the pre, or vice versa. In the first case
the connection between the two will be strengthened (LTP), whereas in the
second case will decrease (LTD). The right plot shows te relation between
potentiation/depression and the inter spike time. As the time between two
successive spikes increases, the change in the synaptic weight decreases.
2.4 Neuromorphic Hardware
As compared to the human brain, which only takes about 20 W of energy, comput-
ers consume a massive amount of power to simulate a neural network on general
purpose hardware such as CPU or GPU. The latter especially became the stan-
dard to train and run neural networks taking advantage of the highly parallel
architecture, which could significantly speed up computation. The use of GPUs
in machine learning have unlocked the possibility to train deeper architectures
with an increasingly high amount of parameters. Nevertheless, GPUs have a very
high power consumption and are not specifically designed to simulate neural net-
works, being a general purpose graphic device. Even before the use of graphic
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cards in research, scientists have developed Application Specific Integrated Cir-
cuits (ASIC)s to perform brain simulations [59–61], leading the way not only
for more efficient brain and neural network simulations, but also a significantly
different computer architecture which could overcome the Von Neumann bottle-
neck. In fact, in regular Von Neumann based architectures, the memory and
processor are separated and the number of achievable computations is limited by
the capacity of the communication bandwidth between them, whereas neuromor-
phic machines promise a significant reduction in bandwidth usage by providing a
massive parallelization and memory/computation colocalization which would not
require this continuous exchange of information.
In the following, some of the most remarkable hardware design of neuromor-
phic computing devices are listed:
 Neurogrid was one of the early successful neuromorphic chips that could
simulate 1 million neurons with 1 billion synapses with 100,000 times less
power consumption compared to a Blue Gene supercomputer [62]. The chip
allows for simulations at different level of details by trading off the neuron
model complexity and the network size, i.e. 1 million single compartment
neurons or 100,000 ten compartment neurons. In other words, it can either
simulate a lot of simple neurons or a few complex (multi-compartmental)
neurons. The project is carried out by Kwabena Boahen’s lab in Stanford
University
 BrainScaleS is an European project started in early 2011 at the University
of Heidelberg, Germany [63–66]. They have developed a device using wafer-
scale integration, a manufacturing process that aims at reducing costs for
defective chip replacement, by combining multiple chip modules on a single
wafer allowing for the substitution of the specific defective module. How-
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ever, in the BrainScaleS system, the wafer-scale integration is used to enable
dense connectivity pattern, In fact, each of the wafer contains 48 modules,
in turn containing 8 High Input Count Analog Neural Network (HICANN),
comprising 128,000 synapses and 512 membrane patches. The connectiv-
ity of the individual neuron needs to be tuned depending on the network
size. In other words, highly connected neurons can be simulated on smaller
networks and vice-versa, i.e. 196,000 neurons with 256 synapses each (50
Million synapses in total) or 3000 neurons with 16,000 synapses each ( 48
Million synapses)
 Spinnaker [67] is a dedicated computational resource which acts to provide a
digital platform to model spiking neural networks at large scale in real time.
With an asynchronous, highly parallel architecture large numbers of small
data packets can be processed, which in most applications represent voltage
spikes being sent between neurons. This provides an ideal computational
tool for event based processing. SpiNNaker has the added benefit of having
a very low power design, dissipating only 0,1 W per core. If an entire 48 chip
board is used with 17 active cores per chip only 8,16 W will be consumed
which is far less than a High Performance Computer needed to process this
scale of events in real time [68]. Furthermore, as a result of the sparsity of
spikes the computational resource needed to process them will leave large
portions of SpiNNaker idle during run time, allowing some cores to consume
close to zero power. The chip allows for configurable neuron modelling as
well for learning rules. Spinnaker is a scalable platform in terms of number
of cores, ranging from 64 up to a million.
 IBM TrueNorth [69, 70] is a scalable neuromorphic device that aims at
implementing fast and energy efficient computation on multiple and poten-
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tially noisy sensory input. It is scalable in the sense that multiple boards
could be stacked together to implement bigger networks. Each board con-
tains 4096 cores with 256 neurons each and each neurons can have up to
256 synapses.
 Reconfigurable On-Line Learning Spiking (ROLLS) [71] is a mixed-signal
analog/digital Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) device for implement-
ing on-line learning spiking neural network architectures with biophysi-
cally realistic neuromorphic circuits such as Short Term Potentiation (STP)
synapses, Long Term Potentiation (LTP) synapses and low-power, low- mis-
match adaptive I&F silicon neurons. The device comprises 128K analog
synapse and 256 neuron circuits. The ROLLS neuromorphic processor can
be used to carry out basic research in computational neuroscience and can
be exploited for developing application solutions for practical tasks. In par-
ticular, its ability to carry out on-chip on-line learning allows for solving
tasks that require the system to adapt to the changes in its input signals
and in the environment it interacts with.
 DYNAP-SE2 is a device currently developed from aiCTX, a spin-off from
the Institute of Neuroinformatics of University of Zurich and ETH Zurich.
Similar to ROLLS it is a mixed analog-digital architecture. Each board
features 1 k redesigned adaptive exponential integrate-and-fire analog ultra
low-power spiking neurons and 65 k enhanced synapses with configurable
delay, weight and short term plasticity. The asynchronous low latency com-
munication infrastructure enables each neuron to communicate with up to
262 k surrounding neurons. The system is commercially available and cur-
rently applied in wearable devices for health monitoring or segmentation,
tracking and recognition of objects in 3D, as claimed on the company’s
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website. However there is no thorough implementation details of the appli-
cations being unpublished work.
 Loihi [72] is a promising fully digital architecture developed by Intel with
131 k neurons and 130 M synapses. There are many boards released by Intel
that differ in the number of chips being integrated ranging from 2 up to 768,
allowing for implementation of large scale networks. Loihi can simulate LIF
neurons and allows on-chip learning with programmable learning rules.
 The Google Tensor Processing Unit (TPU), unlike the neuromorphic hard-
ware listed so far, which are specialized on the implementation of SNN,
is an hardware accelerator for implementation of Neural Networks [73]. In
particular, the processor is developed using a Complex Instruction Set Com-
puter (CISC) style, as compared to the more popular Reduced Instruction
Set Computer (RISC) design style. In RISC, only a very limited set of in-
structions are implemented at the lowest level of the architecture, whereas
CISC also includes higher level operations, i.e. matrix multiplication, an
ubiquitous operation in neural networks. In particular the TPU is a spe-
cialized hardware that speeds up operations and manipulation of Tensors,
the main building blocks of neural networks. The TPU has been used by
Google internally for few years and is now commercially available integrated
in the Coral Development Board [74], a branch of the Google Research de-
partment. Very recently, also Asus has announced that it will integrate the
TPU in their TinkerBoard computer [75], but price and availability are still
unknown.
 The GeNN [76] library provides another interesting approach to simulate
SNN. This software package, openly available, acts as an interface between
the network model and the deployment on a regular GPU. Even though this
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is not a way to deploy networks on a neuromorphic device, it is still a good
way to easily test the network performance on more commonly available
hardware in order to widen the amount of researchers running experiments
on SNN. Additionally, [77] claims that GPUs outperform current neuro-
morphic solutions both in terms of speed and energy when simulating a
highly-connected cortical model with GeNN.
Amongst all the neuromorphic devices discussed here, BrainScaleS, ROLLS
and DYNAPSE use intrinsic low-level properties of the transistors to achieve
very low latency and power consumption. In these hardwired processors, only
the biases can be modified. Consequently, they support the implementation of
only one (or very few) neuron models, where only the synaptic weights, time
constants, neuron parameters and inter-neuron connectivities can be modified.
On the contrary, processors like SpiNNaker and Loihi allowing to re-program the
neuron dynamics in software to implement as many neuron models as needed.
This enables greater flexibility at the cost of efficiency. BrainScaleS, SpiNNaker
and Loihi also provide cloud-based platforms for remote use on their servers.
However, while SpiNNaker and Loihi can be directly embedded in the robot for
online signal processing, BrainScaleS can only be used for batch processing input
data offline.
2.5 Datasets
To properly train a neural network in a supervised fashion, a big amount of
annotated data is required. A number of datasets is available in the RGB domain
such as ImageNet [78], MS COCO [79], or PASCAL VOC [80], just to name a
few. To give an idea of the amount of data, ImageNet, which is the biggest
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dataset available of the kind, contains a total number of images of 14 197 122, out
of which 1 034 908 have bounding box annotations. Unfortunately, when it comes
to event-driven data the availability of large datasets is much less. Most of the
research papers that present machine learning techniques, also record their own
dataset, which is typically small and constrained to the addressed task [15,38,41].
Recently, the research community has put some effort in making more datasets
publicly available. The most interesting ones are listed below. Unless otherwise
stated, all of the datasets are publicly available.
 In [81] the authors present an event based version of the famous MNIST
dataset [53], which they call N-MNIST (Neuromorphic MNIST). The dataset
contains recording from a DVS camera mounted on a motorized platform
placed in front of a screen. The digits of the MNIST dataset are displayed
on the screen while the camera performs saccadic motions in order to gen-
erate events. Using the same technique they also convert to spikes the
Caltech-101 [82] dataset which contains 101 classes of objects;
 Poker-DVS [83], in which a card deck is rapidly browsed in front of the
camera, as shown in Figure 2.6, and it is a useful benchmark for symbol
recognition in fast conditions. The dataset has also been annotated with
bounding boxes in [42] (not publicly available);
 For gesture recognition in [19] the authors present DvsGesture, a dataset
containing 11 hand gesture categories from 29 subjects under 3 illumination
conditions recorded with a DVS camera. Figure 2.7 shows a few snapshots
of the gestures recorded in the dataset;
 NeuroConGD (not publicly available) is another gesture recognition dataset
called which has been introduced in [84] with 17 different gestures performed
by 4 subjects
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 Multi Vehicle Stereo Event Camera (MVSEC), a dataset for depth and ego-
motion estimation, is presented in [17]. In their work, a stereo setup with
two DAVIS cameras is mounted together a LIDAR and IMU on several
vehicles: a car, an hexacopter and a motorbike. The recordings are taken
while driving around with these vehicles in different illumination conditions.
They also provide ground truth in form of depth images and camera pose;
 DHP19 (Dynamic Human Pose), is a dataset for human pose estimation
in [18], which contains 17 people performing 33 movements. Recordings
contain both events taken from 4 DAVIS cameras surrounding the subject
and ground truth is provided by a motion capture system;
 EV-IMO [85] is a dataset mainly focused on independent motion segmen-
tation, but that could also be used for depth or ego-motion estimation.
It consists of a total of 30 minutes recordings of an indoor scenario with
moving objects. The room and the objects recorded are first 3D scanned,
in order to generate automatic ground truth. In fact, during the record-
ings the pose of both camera and objects are taken using a motion capture
system and the previously taken scans used to generate depth map and
segmentation masks;
During this thesis work an annotated dataset for object recognition has been
recorded by using the cameras mounted on the iCub robotic platform. Chapter
4 will provide further details on the content of the data and how it was recorded.
2.6 Object detection and recognition
This section will go more in the details of the tasks addressed in this thesis, that is
object detection and recognition using event driven cameras. The detection part
can be carried out using an attention mechanism and Section 2.6.1 analyses the
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Figure 2.6: Example of data recorded in Poker-DVS [83] dataset
Figure 2.7: Example of gestures contained in the DvsGesture [19] dataset
methods available in literature, whereas Chapter 3 describes the implementation
developed as part of this research. Section 2.6.2 provides information about the
state of the art approaches to carry out object recognition and Chapter 4 and 5
will describe the proposed non-spiking and spiking implementations respectively.
2.6.1 Attention mechanisms for object detection
Attentional selection is crucial for biological organisms to react to the most impor-
tant stimulus at any given time, like a fast-moving predator from which they must
immediately escape, or a single red apple amongst green foliage. Fast selection
is paramount to real-time interaction (and survival) of the system in a dynamic
world and enables detailed further processing of a small region of the visual input,
since all of the input cannot be fully processed by the brain in real time [86,87].
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Autonomous robots can similarly take advantage of attention mechanisms to re-
duce the computational load for visual processing when confronted with the vast
amount of information in the world, and choose the most appropriate behaviour.
As in all resource-restricted systems, in which it is impossible to fully process all
sensor information simultaneously, choosing the most important sensory signals
is fundamental. Attention solves this problem by identifying the most relevant
regions of interest, and processing them sequentially in the order of decreasing
relevance. This process is formalised in the concept of saliency map [88].
Most of the attention models developed so far follow the structure of [88],which
introduces the idea of early representations of the visual scene, as a way to en-
code features of the stimulus, such as colour, orientation, intensity, disparity or
direction of movement. An example of models that build on these principles can
be found in [89–92], where several strategies to combine such low level represen-
tations in order to build up a saliency map are explored. In general the visual
stimulus is preprocessed to extract the feature maps, i.e. using Gabor filters
for oriented edges, Center-Surround filters for contrast detection, or even sim-
pler operation to extract colour opponencies or light intensity [93]. Successively,
neurons in each feature map spatially compete for salience, through long-range
connections that extend far beyond the spatial range of the classical receptive
field of each neuron. The maps are then merged together, so that the emerging
saliency maps encodes for the most relevant stimulus regardless of which feature
was responsible for it. The final saliency map finally goes through a Winner Take
All competition, that selects the most salient location of the visual field. Even-
tually Inhibition Of Return (IOR) disengages the selection of the current winner,
enabling an active scan of the scene, which subsequently selects different salient
regions. The saliency computation merely depends on the stimulus appearance,
selecting stimuli that are unique or different from the others. However [93] also
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suggests that top-down biases could be used to modulate the feature map com-

































Figure 2.8: From [93]. Block diagram showing the typical model of attention system.
The visual stimulus is preprocessed to extract the feature maps successively
neurons in each feature map spatially compete for salience. The maps are
then merged together to obtain a saliency map, which finally goes through
a Winner Take All method, in order to get the most salient location of the
visual field. Eventually, an IOR [94] approach could be utilized to enable
an active scan of the scene. The model may also include top-down biases
that modulate the way feature maps are combined.
Psychological studies have also discovered that attention in humans is not
only driven by the features described so far, but also by their organization in the
visual field [95]. In particular, we are mostly attracted by areas of the scene which
may contain an object, even before we recognize what that object is. This knowl-
edge has led to the introduction of the proto-objects concept [96]. Proto-objects
are regions of the scene that potentially correspond to physical objects. This
concept of “perceptual organisation” of visual scenes derives from the work of
early Gestalt psychologists that developed “Gestalt laws”, e.g. continuity, prox-
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imity, and convexity [97]. The human brain is, therefore, more likely to focus
his attention towards regions of the visual field that contain features potentially
corresponding to objects. In [95] the authors demonstrate that the human at-
tention is indeed mostly driven by such low level features more than top-down
high level information, proving that computation of attention is carried out at
a very early stage of the visual processing pipeline. In their experiments, they
have shown that subjects presented with synthetic, non realistic representation
of proto-objects have faster reaction time in performing a pretext task, in this
case the recognition of a target’s colour, as compared to the presentation of a
very similar stimulus but without a proto-object present. The images used in the
experiment are shown in Figure 2.9. The two stimuli do not contain any actual
object, but only a set of shapes organized as if there is a (proto)object or not. Yet
the subjects could achieve better results at performing the task when the target
was contained inside the shapes that formed a perceptual organization typical
of objects, proving that their attention was more likely to be captured by the
presence of a proto-object.
To be behaviourally relevant in robotic applications, the computation of the
saliency map and the selection of relevant stimuli have to be performed in the
shortest possible time, while minimising the use of computational resources. In
a previous study [98], it was demonstrated that using event-cameras [7] meets
these targets, substantially reducing the latency and the computational cost of
the feature-based saliency model initially proposed in [93]. In that model, the
saliency of a stimulus is defined by features such as intensity, colour, orientation,
etc.
However, recent work based on the concept of proto-objects proved to better
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Figure 2.9: From [95]. Stimulus for psychological experiments on visual attention. Sub-
jects were asked to tell the colour of a target that could appear inside or out-
side of the proto-object (enclosed region in the right image). Results show
that the reaction time was faster when the target appeared inside the object
proving that their attention was more likely to be captured by the presence
of a proto-object.
explain perceptual saliency [3, 99, 100]. In particular Russell et. al. [3] imple-
mented a subset of the Gestalt laws into a simple computational model. Such an
approach is relevant for robots that operate within a human environment, as it
is behaviourally relevant to, e.g., quickly locate potential objects upon which the
robot can act. The algorithm [3] is divided into three main stages: 1. a centre-
surround filter enhances the contrast of the stimulus and acts as pre-processing
for the extraction of edges, 2. border ownership cells represent edges and, im-
portantly, signal in their firing rates the location of foreground objects relative
to the location of their receptive fields, as observed in primate extrastriate cor-
tex [101,102], and 3. grouping cells which respond to regions enclosed by several
borders, thereby representing the presence of a proto-object [102]. Chapter 3
presents the implementation of a proto-object based saliency computation which
uses the events as input.
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2.6.2 Object recognition
The most successfully solved task that has brought deep learning to its cur-
rent popularity is certainly object recognition [6]. Deep learning algorithms have
reached amazing accuracy in recognizing objects in large datasets, and there is
a big amount of work that tried to achieve the same results using event-driven
cameras. Solving the recognition task with such sensors is more challenging as
a result of the different organisation of the information. Additionally, the sensor
resolution is typically much smaller than their frame-based counterpart, making
it harder to recognize objects that appear smaller in the field of view. However, it
has been demonstrated that the precise timing of events add valuable information
to perform recognition. More precisely the fine temporal resolution provides up
to 70% more information that conventional spikes generated from frame-based
acquisition as used in standard artificial vision, thus drastically increasing the
separability between classes of objects. [103]
Nonetheless, there are several works that have achieved remarkable perfor-
mances that can be divided in two macro categories: spiking and not spiking. As
described already in Section 2.2 there are many ways to treat the event stream
and the nature of the AER allows for the use of spiking neural network [10] to per-
form object recognition task. These networks are harder to train due to their non
differentiability, but allow for a significant reduction in terms of computational
requirements and power consumption once deployed. One possible approach to
use spiking architecture is to train a regular CNN with frames reconstructed by
the event stream and then map the trained weights on a spiking architecture. To
perform fast inference, the learned weights can be transferred to a SNN, which
can be used to exploit the sparse event-data as spikes are individually propa-
gated through the network, and are therefore well suited to event camera data.
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This technique is presented in [37], in which card pips are recognized from a fast
browsing deck with 92.5% accuracy. Similarly, [104] provides some guidelines to
perform the conversion from ANN to SNN, by testing their algorithm on the
MNIST dataset. However, the original dataset does not contain spikes, there-
fore it needs to be converted by generating a Poisson distribution of spike trains
based on the pixel intensity value. To overcome this complicated training pro-
cedure, unsupervised approaches have also been used, as in [58], where they use
the STDP learning rule. Again, the samples of MNIST are converted to spikes
using a Gaussian model, then presented to the network, which has no previous
information about the duration of the presentation or the moment in which a
new sample will be presented to the network. This architecture can achieve a
remarkable 96.58% accuracy, given the very limited assumptions being made.
However, the methods presented so far have some limitations. First the weight
conversion from ANN to SNN leads to a drop in performance, as addressed
in [45], and the networks trained on synthetic data, such as the Poisson gener-
ated data [105], do not typically yield good results when deployed on real sensory
data [49]. Additionally, the MNIST dataset is a good benchmark as a starting
point, but does not give information about how well an architecture would work
with more complex inputs. To the best of my knowledge, there is no STDP based
learning algorithm that can cope with more realistic scenarios.
[106] introduces HFirst, that is a spiking hierarchical architecture used for
object recognition. The network is made of a layered structure of simple and com-
plex cells [107] followed by a classifier and manages to achieve 97.5% accuracy
on the same Poker-DVS [83] dataset, as well as another small dataset contain-
ing alphabet letters and numbers shown to a DVS with 84.9% accuracy. This
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Figure 2.10: From [108]. Pipeline of the PCA-RECT representation. Events are filtered
and stored in the RECT, then relevant features are extracted with PCA
and sent forward for classification
architecture is interesting because the weights are trained directly on the spiking
network, with a training algorithm that takes into account the time to first spike,
exploiting the fine temporal resolution of event cameras. In addition it uses data
taken from sensors, rather than synthetic. Section 2.3 also provides some hints
on different strategies to train SNNs.
Non-spiking architectures can also be utilized for the purpose of object clas-
sification. To feed event data in a non-spiking architecture, as mentioned in
Section 2.2, there are several ways to frame the spikes in a matrix, more similar
to the RGB representation. In [38], they use a constant number of events to
build the frame, because they need invariance with respect the speed of the ob-
ject. In their work an architecture that combines Slow Feature Analysis [109] and
Extreme Learning Machines [110] can achieve 1% classification error on a small
dataset of 8 objects rotating in front of the camera. [42] shows good classification
performances on a number of datasets adapting the famous You Only Look Once
(YOLO) [111] architecture. Their network is fed with a matrix in which each ele-
ment is connected to a pixel of the camera that they call leaky surface layer, which
mimics the behaviour of a Leaky Integrate and Fire neurons. They also adapt
the operations, such as convolution or pooling, making them asynchronous. They
name the combination of leaky surface layer, YOLO architecture and event-driven
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operations, YOLE. Not only they can perform classification but also detection
with high accuracy on variants of MNIST and Poker-DVS. However, they show
very poor performance on the more challenging dataset N-Caltech 101. In an-
other work [108] the authors claim better performances on both N-MNIST and
N-Caltech101 with 98.95% and 72.3% accuracy respectively. They achieve this
result with an unconventional architecture that makes use of Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) and a k-d tree search on the lower-dimensional feature space
that PCA would generate to find a match with a set of candidate features that
represent the classes to recognize. The input events are filtered according to their
distance in space, such that events which are close in space and time are clus-
tered together, and then collected in a matrix which counts the number of events
clustered like this. The latter matrix, called RECT (Rectangular Event Context
Transform) is sent through the PCA for dimensionality reduction and the result-
ing feature space (PCA-RECT) used for matching. This pipeline is illustrated in
Figure 2.10. To the best of my knowledge this paper shows the highest classifi-
cation performance on N-Caltech101. In an attempt to take the best from both
frame and event-based sensors [112] introduces a transfer learning framework, ex-
plained also in Figure 2.11, named wormhole learning, in which detections from
one sensor would compensate for failure of the other. In particular, they have
taken recordings from both sensors mounted on the dash of a car driving both
during day and night time. The idea is that event camera would work better
than regular cameras in a low lighting situation, and vice versa. The wormhole
learning process is divided in multiple steps: (i) a network is trained with a small
portion of the daytime RGB data, (ii) the detections from the previous step are
used to train a second network on events and (iii) the initial network retrained
with detections from the event-based detector.
Deep learning has been applied to a variety of visual task in robotics, however
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Figure 2.11: From [113]. The wormhole pipeline. Data from one domain are used to
annotate and retrain the other domain in order to improve the perfor-
mances.
deep CNNs are not without their limitations. In general, while some fundamen-
tal training can be done off-line, robots require the ability to learn new objects
during their operation [114]. The computational hardware (e.g. GPUs) required
to perform inference and further training imposes limitations on the autonomy
of mobile robots, due to size and power consumption. In addition, (re)-training
takes hours, (or days/weeks); reductions of the computational load will open more
opportunities for deep-learning on autonomous robots.
In robotics, event-cameras have demonstrated a reduction in visual processing
requirements for feature detection [115] and visual control [116], and shown fast
tracking of objects [117] and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [118].
The compressed visual signal – that corresponds only to changes in the scene –
reduces the total amount of processing required, freeing (limited) resources for
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other operations and reducing the overall power consumption. The high reso-
lution temporal response with low latency gives robots potentially faster, more
reactive, behaviours to visual stimulus. To also achieve competitive algorithm
accuracy against the current state-of-the-art, deep-learning techniques need to
be investigated.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Proto-object based saliency for
event-driven cameras
The first problem being addressed is the object detection task. This chapter de-
scribes the adaptation of the proto-object-based saliency model from [3] to use
the visual signal provided by an event-camera [9] mounted on the neuromorphic
iCub humanoid robot [1, 2]. Results and methods described in this chapter have
been presented in the IROS 2018 conference [5]. The attention mechanism allows
the robot to quickly select object candidates and pass only the relevant regions
of interest to further modules to perform the high-resolution processing required
for recognition, grasping and manipulation. The algorithm is designed and tuned
for the intended robotic application: an iCub robot quickly identifying potential
objects. The event-driven algorithm is then validated on identical stimuli used
in the original study, and also on new stimuli typical for the iCub environment.
The output of an event camera is a low-latency, asynchronous visual signal
that typically describes the edges and contrast change of objects in motion. The
proto-object approach to saliency, in which an object is defined by borders which
are bound together at the grouping cell stage, is particularly suited for using
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Figure 3.1: CS filters with ON (red) and OFF (black) centres respond to the light and
dark side of the edge respectively. An event-camera will instead produce
a an event directly on the edge location, with a polarity dependent on the
edge’s direction of motion.
event-camera signals, as it only responds to the edges and outlines of objects.
However, as event-cameras perform a different computation at the silicon level,
they produce a different output and visual representation than traditional frame-
based systems. For this reason, it is necessary to adapt existing models, developed
using input from frame-based cameras, to work with a new data representation
and encoding. Interestingly, it was found that, as the event-camera more closely
corresponds to a biological vision system, the processing layers in the original
proto-object model designed to respond to contrast changes (i.e. centre surround
cells [107]) are no longer required in the event-driven model.
3.1 Proto-object based saliency
The proto-object based saliency algorithm is formed by three different layers of
processing: centre-surround, border ownership, and grouping cells.
The baseline algorithm, from which the event-driven version was formed, and
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Figure 3.2: As an object moves, an event-camera produces events of opposite polarities
on either side of the object. Processing an RGB image with CS filters
instead results in negative (black) and positive (red) polarities on the inside
and the outside of the object.
to which results are compared, is described in [3]. Attention models such as this
have been inspired by [89] in which images are split into different feature maps,
separately providing information about intensity, colour and orientation. The
feature maps are then filtered by means of centre surround kernels, inspired by
the organisation of visual cortex [120]. Final stages of the model aim to integrate
and further process the feature maps to provide the final saliency map.
The main difference of [3], as compared to similar studies, is the exploitation
of the proto-object concept [96], where (partially) closed contours that might cor-
respond to objects provoke a strong activation on the saliency map. The final
processing layers are divided in two main stages: border ownership and grouping.
The first responds to individual edges that potentially form a (generally convex)
border of an object. The second groups the elements of these potential borders,
and regions enclosed by several object borders generate high response of group-
ing cells. Figure 3.3 shows the diagram of the original algorithm from which the
event-driven implementation is derived. First, from the input RGB image a set of
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feature map is extracted. In the case of [3], the maps encode for intensity, colour
opponencies and orientation. The pyramid structure, depicted in Figure 3.3, is
employed to respond to objects of multiple sizes. Each pyramid goes through the
grouping mechanism where edges are extracted with CS filtering, then the bor-
ders are assigned a score depending on their probability of belonging to objects
and finally, grouped together towards the object centre. The border ownership
and grouping stage of the original algorithm are almost identical to this imple-
mentation and described in more details in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 respectively.
Finally, the pyramid levels are merged together as well as the different feature
maps.
As far as the Center Surround (CS) filtering is concerned there is a further
analysis that needs to be done for the event-based implementation. The peak
response of the initial CS filter is offset with respect to the edges that cause
the cell’s excitation. The result is that the filter response does not occur on
the actual edges of objects. Figure 3.1 shows qualitatively this behaviour in the
presence of a high contrast region, in relation to the spike (event) generated by
the event camera. Figure 3.2 additionally illustrates the different locations at
which positive and negative polarities occur. At the border-ownership stage, the
output of CS cells is convolved with kernels generated from the Von Mises (VM)
distribution. As shown below (Fig. 3.6), the filters have an offset which moves
the saliency signal back to the edge location. Additionally the filter orientation
has a preferred direction, eliciting a stronger response in the presence of edges
whose convexity matches one of the filters. This is important for segmentation,
because, according to Gestalt principles [97], objects tend to be convex around
their centres. Border ownership cells are computed from the output of Complex
cells, composed of odd and even Gabor filters, making responses to edges phase-
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Figure 3.3: From [3]. This figure shows the diagram of the original algorithm from
which the event-driven implementation is derived. First, from the input
RGB image a set of feature map is extracted and organized in a pyramid
structure to encode multiple scales. Each pyramid goes through the grouping
mechanism where edges are extracted with CS filtering, then the borders are
assigned a score depending on their probability of belonging to objects and
then grouped together towards the object centre. Finally, pyramid levels are
merged as well as the different feature maps.
invariant.
The response of border ownership cells is then integrated at the grouping cells
stage, which is responsive to multiple borders that show proximity and continu-
ity features [97]. The grouping cells also receive an inhibitory signal from filters
with the opposing preferred side. This mutual inhibition suppresses the response
from isolated edges, which are not particularly convex in either direction. Border
ownership is a mutually exclusive property: a given edge either belongs to one
object or another, and potential ambiguities are resolved in the human visual
system in the form of perceptual rivalry [121], an effect that has been shown to
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be implemented in primate visual cortex [122].
For more details on the original implementation the reader is directed to [3];
the present study adapts this algorithm to suit the visual signals of an event-
camera.
3.1.1 Events representation
In this implementation, each event (or spike) v is represented by its coordinates,
polarity and time stamp, v(x, y, p, ts). The events received from the camera are
accumulated into a binary matrix V as well as two other binary maps V+ and
V−, encoding for positive and negative polarities respectively. All maps have the
same size as the sensor, which in this case is 304× 240. A fixed number of events
in a time window W is considered at each iteration, but multiple events occurring
at the same location are taken as a single one according to
V+(x, y) =
1, if ∃ v ∈ W | pv(x, y) = 10, otherwise (3.1)
where pv(x, y) is the polarity of the event occurring at coordinates (x, y) that
can be either 1 (positive) or 0 (negative). Similarly V−(x, y) is filled with events
where pv(x, y) = 0. The resulting maps are then sent to the border ownership
module which selects the borders which more likely belong to objects.
As the event-camera does not have colour sensitivity, the colour-based fea-
ture map was not used in this implementation. In addition, fir simplicity, the
orientation filter was also removed. The implication is that the algorithm will be
equally responsive to edges, independent of the angle’s distribution in the context
of the scene. In comparison, an orientation filter map would instead make a single
horizontal line more salient amongst many vertical lines. Such simplification was
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made assuming that its effect on the saliency computation is minor. If necessary,
an orientation filter can be reintroduced in future work.
3.1.2 Center-Surround
The pixels of event-driven cameras produce an asynchronous stream of events ev-
ery time they detect an illumination change, making them natural contrast and
edge detectors. Assuming a dark object moving on a light background, as shown
in Fig. 3.2, processing frame-based camera inputs through CS filtering of oppo-
site polarities would produce negative responses on the inside of the object and
positive outside. The event-camera instead outputs “positive” (off-to-on) spikes
on the leading edge of the object (the side towards which the object is moving)
and negative spikes (on-to-off) at its trailing edge. Even though the information
received from these two types of representations is very similar, the interpretation
of the scene comes from different processes.
Furthermore, as reported in the original paper [3], Russell et al. used a center-
surround mechanism of both polarities detecting a light object on a dark back-
ground and vice-versa, i.e., ON-center and OFF-center receptive field. However,
as the events occur only on edges, implicitly containing the polarity information,
it is possible to assume that the information that would normally come from the
CS can be inherently found in the output of these sensors.
Not only exploiting this information can save some computation steps of the
algorithm, but the spiking pixels would already provide the precise location of
the edges in the image plane. It is therefore safe to remove the CS layer from the
event-driven implementation. Figure 3.4 highlights the differences between the
algorithm from [3] and the one proposed in this thesis.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between border ownership algorithm in [3] (a) and ours (b).
The red lines are inhibitory signals. In this implementation the Center
Surround is not used as the polarities of the events already encode a similar
information. Also feature maps are not computed and events are used as
they come from the sensor. For clarity only one feature map is shown in
(a).
3.1.3 Border Ownership
Despite using the same filters as in [3], modifications were made to tailor the
model to the robotic application. In short, filters were made more rounded and
less responsive to straight edges. The border ownership cells are modelled by the
VM distribution:
VMθ(x, y) =
exp(ρ ·R0 · cos(atan2(−Y,X)− θ)
I0(
√
X2 + Y 2 −R0)
(3.2)
where X and Y are the kernel coordinates with origin in the centre of the filter, R0
is the radius of the filter, θ its orientation and I0 is the modified Bessel Function
of the first kind. The ρ parameter was added to tune the arc length of active
pixels in the kernel, allowing to change the filter’s convexity. For values ρ < 1 the
filter becomes more sensitive to convexities rather than straight lines, making it
more suitable for the proto-object detection task. Proper tuning of this parameter
improves the model robustness, making it more suitable to detect curved lines.
It was empirically found that a value of ρ = 0.2 is good for detecting convexities
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Figure 3.5: Example Von Mises (VM) filters used at the border ownership stage at 0
and 45 degrees. The centre of the filter is at the peak of the filter response,
i.e. these filters are ‘in-place’.
Figure 3.6: Example Von Mises (VM) filters used at grouping stage at 0 and 45 degrees.
The centre of the filter is offset from the peak response.
while rejecting straight lines at the same time. The orientations used were θ =
[0, 45, 90, 135]. Additionally, since there is already an “in-place” response on edges
due to the event-camera, as shown in Fig. 3.2, the filter response does not need to
be moved back to the edge locations. At this stage filters centred on the position
of the peak activity were therefore employed. To do so, a simple translation to
eq. (3.2) can be applied, as follows:
X ′ = X +R0 cos(θ)
Y ′ = Y +R0 sin(θ)
(3.3)
The resulting filters are shown in Fig. 3.5. The final border ownership response
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is then computed as follows:
B1θ = V  (bV+ ∗ VMθ − wV− ∗ VMθ+πc
+ bV− ∗ VMθ − wV+ ∗ VMθ+πc)
B2θ = V  (bV+ ∗ VMθ+π − wV− ∗ VMθc
+ bV− ∗ VMθ+π − wV+ ∗ VMθc)
(3.4)
where b·c is a linear rectification operation, ∗ a convolution, and  an element-
wise multiplication operator. The factor w weights the inhibition between com-
peting polarities and orientations. The higher its value the harder it is for one
orientation to dominate over its opposite, filtering out ambiguities. In other
words, the border ownership cells are excited by the presence of a convex edge at
a certain orientation θ and inhibited by activity of the same edge with opposite
polarity and orientation. As a result, the borders who show only one preferred
side and only one polarity are preserved, all the others get inhibited. This mech-
anism helps rejecting clutter and noise, because responses from both polarities
are suppressed, as are straight lines. The rectification ensures that no inhibitory
signal gets propagated to later stages of the computation. Finally, the element-
wise multiplication by V masks the response of the border ownership located only
where events exist. The result of the border ownership computation gives each
event a score based on its likelihood of being a border regardless of its polarity,
according to [101]. The resulting B1θ and B2θ encode the dominant orientations
in the range 0 ≤ θ < π and π ≤ θ < 2π. The response of the border ownership
layer is then passed to the grouping cells.
3.1.4 Grouping Cells
The activity of border ownership signal cells is grouped by the grouping cells
(G). The grouping mechanism moves the energy towards the centre of the ob-
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jects, from multiple boundaries, and thereby enhances proximity and continuity
patterns [123]. Grouping is achieved using the same kernels as in Eq. 3.2, and the
standard (non translated) filters are used, in which the centre of the filter does
not coincide with the maximal response of that filter.










B1 and B2 are highly responsive to opposite convexity, this is why in Eq. 3.5
two opposite VM filters are applied. The aim of this is to move all the response
coming from the object edges to the centre of the object. This process would also
affect the object’s surround, which can lead to ambiguity in-between objects. To
counteract this effect, an inhibition mechanism is introduced reducing inter-object
interference and preserving the saliency inside the object. First, the inhibitory
signal is computed as shown in Eq. 3.6. Unlike Eq. 3.5, kernels of opposite
orientation are employed, in the attempt of suppressing the activity on the non-










After that, the maximum value within the map gets subtracted from the
remaining elements (Equation 3.7). The reason is that peaks of activity can
be found inside the objects, where responses from all orientations overlap, and
by subtracting the maximum value these peaks get suppressed. By taking the
absolute value over the obtained map, it results in an inhibitory signal which
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: Results of the calibration (a) without grouping inhibition and (b) with group-
ing inhibition. With correct inhibition calibration, high peaks of response
can be found in the objects of sizes 20-30-40-50 pixels, which is the desired
sensitivity for a typical humanoid robot application.
is mostly concentrated outside and in-between the objects. Fig. 3.7 shows the
inhibition effects.
G1∗ = |G1∗ −max(G1∗)| (3.7)
The final grouping is computed as follows:
G = (G1−G1∗) + (G2−G2∗) (3.8)
3.1.5 Scale invariance
All the computation steps mentioned so far are performed at several different
scales to obtain object size invariance/tolerance. To achieve this, the feature
maps are arranged into a pyramid, in which each level is down-scaled by a
√
2
factor. To obtain the saliency map all the levels are collapsed into one by applying
the normalisation method described in [89].
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3.2 Validation and experimental results
The algorithm was implemented to work on the neuromorphic iCub humanoid
robot [1], equipped with a pair of ATIS [9] sensors coupled with a pair of tra-
ditional cameras used for validation, both located in the robot’s eyes. The two
cameras share the same field of view and are calibrated to have pixel to pixel
correspondence [5]. The ATIS camera has 304 × 240 pixels, whereas the frame-
based camera has a nominal resolution of 1920 × 1080 but for this experiments
the images are down-scaled to 320× 240. The algorithm is implemented in C++
and runs online on the robot.
In the following experiments, the iCub looks at a number of either static or
dynamic objects. Since static objects do not elicit any response from the event-
cameras, the eyes are programmed to move in small circles introducing relative
motion between them and the cameras. The circular motion has been chosen to
span all possible orientations and capture all the edges in the scene.
3.2.1 Calibration
In a first set of preparatory tests, the parameters of the cells in the model are
tuned in order to match the correct range of object sizes and positions that are
relevant for the robot. Specifically, these are applications where the robot can
grasp and manipulate objects, tailoring the model to optimally respond to objects
whose size in the image plane is between 25 and 50 pixels. This range of sizes
has been chosen according to the typical object that the robot can interact with,
which is constrained by the robot workspace and grasping capabilities [124,125].
A calibration step is carried out in a controlled scenario to set the right filter
size for best response to the situation of interest. For this purpose, a calibration
pattern with six circles of radii ranging from 10 to 60 mm is placed in front of the
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cameras. In this condition, the pyramid depth is first set to 1, in order to find the
smallest desired size by increasing the VM filter radius up to the point where the
saliency shows a high peak in the middle of the object. Once calibrated for the
smallest size, the number of pyramid levels can be increased until the algorithm
responds to the largest desired object size. Results of the calibration process are
shown in Fig. 3.7. With this empirical procedure, R0 is set to 10 (see Equation
3.2) and the number of pyramid levels to 5. Table 3.1 shows the values used for
each parameter of the model.
3.2.2 Comparison with the original algorithm
A series of experiments have been carried out in order to benchmark the model
against the original work [3]. To this aim, a saliency map is first computed on a
set of images using [3]. The same images have been then printed and showed to
the event-driven cameras mounted on the robot.
Fig. 3.8 compares the response of both models to two pattern of corners. In
the first pattern (top), four corners enclose a squared area; these are generally
perceived as parts of the edge of an object, while the second pattern does not
contain a similar “proto-object” [95, 127]. Both models correctly select the cor-
ners in the second pattern and show a peak activation of the saliency map in






Orientations 0, 45, 90, 135
Table 3.1: Values of the parameters used in the experiments
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(a) Frame-based camera (b) event-camera
Figure 3.8: The response to proto-objects for a closed stimulus (top) and to a similar
stimulus but without the enclosed shape (bottom), comparing the original
frame-based with the proposed event-driven implementation.
proto-object (left side of the image plane). In contrast, random orientation of
corners (bottom) do not generate the perception of an object, and both models
reflect this by generating weaker, disorganized activation patterns.
Fig. 3.9 compares the output of the two models to some images taken from
the saliency benchmark dataset CAT2000 [126]. All Figures present a coherent
and comparable response except for one, Figs 3.9c/3.9g. This might be due to
the enhancement in curvature of the VM filter adopted that generates higher
response in the presence of circular shapes like the one in the picture.
Fig. 3.10 shows the algorithm behaviour in a realistic scenario, with objects
of different sizes and shapes as well as distractors (in form of cluttered cables)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 3.9: Comparison of saliency maps from the grouping cells response obtained with
the original algorithm (first row) and this implementation (second row).
The four pictures come from a dataset for saliency benchmarking [126].
placed in front of the robot. In this case, RGB images and events are recorded
simultaneously [5], and the original model is applied on the RGB image. The
output of both models is consistent, confirming that the adapted algorithm re-
sponds to the presence of proto-objects in the scene.
While the output of the proposed event-based and original models are qualita-
tively comparable, they produce different responses to the input images in Figures
3.10b and 3.10c, where the textured objects on the left side is less salient in the
event-driven model. The strong inhibition factor w = 3 might explain this result.
Moreover, the added inhibition mechanism explained in Section 3.1.4 would be
useful to suppress the saliency of regions with events of both polarities, that often
correspond to noise, clutter, or flicker stimuli.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
Figure 3.10: Saliency response for different stimuli including multiple objects, clutter
texture and cluttered objects. The top row shows the original image, the
middle row shows the response of the original frame-based algorithm and
the bottom row shows the response of the proposed event-driven algorithm.
The scenes do not appear as exactly identical because the event camera
has a slightly larger field of view than the frame-based camera.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.11: Effect of distance between objects. From left to right, the objects are first
far apart (a), only when the objects share a contact point they are perceived
as a single object (b,c). They are again detected as distinct ones with
increasing distance (d).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.12: Saliency map for static and dynamic stimuli: (a) Two static objects are
placed on the table and the focus of attention is localised on the left (big-
ger) object. (b, c) As the dynamic stimulus enters the field of view, it
captures the robot’s attention. When the moving object gets out of sight
(d), attention goes back to the static object.
3.2.3 Moving objects
Finally, the event-driven model is tested with dynamic scenes. Fig. 3.11 shows
some snapshots of a sequence where two objects roll on a desk and collide. The
model shows two peaks when the objects are far apart. When the two objects are
closer, the saliency map shows interference between the two objects, generating
a single peak.
The role of inhibition in the grouping layer is crucial to suppress the activity
elicited by edges with opposing curvatures, i.e. contours of two different objects
which would increase saliency in the space between two objects. This mechanism
works as long as the two objects are not too close: when two approaching objects
are touching each other, the algorithm is not able to distinguish them anymore.
The grouping mechanism reduces the representation of objects to their sim-
plest possible form. This is in agreement with the Gestalt law of proximity, where
“objects or shapes that are close to one another appear to form groups”. Intu-
itively, the collision between the two objects generates a large number of events
which may cause the attention to get focused on that point.
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Figure 3.13: Saliency map of rapidly moving object
Fig. 3.12 shows snapshots of a sequence with the robot observing at static
objects when a new object enters the field of view. In Fig. 3.12a, the static ob-
jects generate peaks in the saliency map. In Figs. 3.12b and 3.12c the dynamic
stimulus captures the robot’s attention as soon as it gets in the field of view of
the camera. When the dynamic object leaves the field of view, the attention goes
back on the previous object, Fig. 3.12d.
An advantage of the event camera is that it can process very fast motion
because it is not limited by frame rates. To demonstrate that this advantage
translates into saliency processing of rapidly moving objects, a ball was tossed in
front of the cameras moving at a speed of ≈2000 px/s. Fig. 3.13 shows that this
method successfully places attention on the ball.
3.3 Discussion
The aim of this work is to adapt a proto-object attention model [3] to work
with the neuromorphic event-driven cameras embedded on the iCub humanoid
platform. The overarching goal of this approach is to endow the robot with a
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low-latency, computationally efficient attention system that is fundamental in an
image processing pipeline for a robot which has to act in a dynamic and un-
constrained environment. As event-driven cameras encode the visual signal in a
radically different way with respect to frame-based cameras, it was necessary to
tailor the model and correctly interpret the sensor output and the effect of the
different filters on the novel input. Specifically, the event-driven sensor acts as
edge extractor, functionally replacing the first layer of the frame-based model,
based on CS filters. However, further modifications to the border ownership and
grouping layers are required to correctly process the output of the event-driven
camera. Specifically, ON and OFF events were separated in two parallel streams
and the inhibition connectivity pattern in the grouping layer modified to take into
account the difference between polarities in leading and trailing edges of objects.
We carried out preliminary qualitative experiments to prove the consistency
of this implementation with the theoretical model and test its limits. In general,
the implementation of the proposed model proposed produces an output that is
consistent with the original model. The algorithm was tested both with static
objects and images, and dynamic scenes, with moving objects. In the event-based
representation, saliency is related to the speed of the object since increased speed
increases the number of events of the faster object within the scene. Event cam-
eras naturally produce bias towards this type of stimulus as the moving object
generates the most events to the camera.
The C++ implementation 1 of the event-driven model runs online on the
neuromorphic iCub and is capable of selecting objects in a range of sizes that




The use of the event-driven cameras – that efficiently compress the signal and
performs part of the computation on chip – leads to a computationally efficient
implementation. However, the proposed implementation is based on a hybrid
solution, where the events are accumulated in frames that are then convolved
with VM filters in the border ownership and grouping cells layers. While this
implementation is certainly helpful in characterising the algorithm and proof that
the results are comparable to the original model, a fully spiking implementation of
the model will further increase efficiency and latency: Events elicited by the sensor
travel asynchronously along the hierarchy, the computation is restricted only to
the filters that receive input events and, as soon as there is enough activity in a
region, the network can produce a result that can be almost simultaneous with
the stimulus presentation. The spiking implementation of the proposed model
and a quantitative analysis of its performance in terms of attentional selection,






Last chapter has demonstrated how the event cameras can be used for the pur-
pose of object detection, however it is not clear whether the object being attended
could be recognized using solely the events. This chapter will provide an answer
to this question, analysing the results of a frame-based classification algorithm
when fed with events. Results and methods described in this chapter have been
presented in the IROS 2019 conference [4].
Streaming camera images and applying complex processing algorithms is of-
ten computationally infeasible at a high frame-rate for standard autonomous
robotic systems. One potential solution is to change the paradigm in which vi-
sual signals are coded, using event cameras. The sensors have great potential for
use in dynamic robotic tasks, and this chapter will present work towards low-
latency, low-computation, object detection and recognition, by first investigating
the information content of the event-stream compared to standard frame-based
cameras.
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In particular, this work takes a step back from immediately attempting to
exploit the event cameras for computational savings within neural networks and
asks: does the signal of an event camera contain enough information to perform
detection and recognition in typical domestic robot settings using today’s state-
of-the-art algorithms? It has been shown that the binary event output is enough
to render high resolution grey-scale images if integrated over tens of seconds [128],
but such a latency is infeasible for robotics. This work is instead inspired by [129],
in which events are integrated only on the order of milliseconds and object recog-
nition is still possible. In these experiments, the camera is stationary and only
events from an easy to segment object are considered. Instead it is interesting to
understand if similar results can be achieved in more realistic robotic scenarios in
which the camera is mounted on a moving robot within a typical office environ-
ment. In this case, there is much more clutter, which introduces the problem of
false detections. In particular the experiments performed will analyse the algo-
rithm sensitivity to the choice of temporal integration for tasks of detection-only
and detection-and-recognition.
Today’s state-of-the-art in object recognition is performed using deep Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN)trained on massive amounts of visual data [6].
CNNs take as input high-resolution, 3-colour-channel, dense image arrays, from
which information is internally abstracted and classified. Even if recent work [130]
has shown that the high resolution sampling increases the information content
and separability between different objects with respect to the typical sampling
rate of frame-based cameras, it is uncertain whether the binary data produced by
an event camera contains the necessary information to differentiate objects from
standard background clutter, which might have similar binary signatures. Given
only high-contrast regions of objects (e.g. edges) generate a binary visual signal,
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Figure 4.1: The ATIS event camera and the Python CMOS camera share the same field
of view. The events (dots) are sparse and only occur at contrast changes on
the edge of objects. The black region is that part of the field of view which
is covered by the event camera, but not by the Python.
the colour and subtle texture changes that are used as cues in frame-based CNNs
are not present. The visual difference between objects and parts of environment
or people may not be sufficient to train object detection and recognition mod-
els. The non-linear differential mapping of the absolute visual intensity may not
be sufficient to achieve subtle variation between pixels, which may impede the
functional level of the convolutional networks.
The paradigm shift to a low-latency, high temporal-resolution, sparse infor-
mation sensor gives the potential for reactive, low-computational-cost robotics
applications. However, the variable temporal information is something that is
not present in frame-based cameras and must be investigated to understand its
effect on recognition performance. At the highest temporal resolution, a single
event (a single pixel) does not provide any real information about the scene on
its own, and accumulating events for too long can produce blur that masks fine
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details, and warps the appearance of an object or scene. In addition, the optimal
balance changes over time as the velocity of objects and/or the camera changes.
Therefore this chapter will present a pilot study to investigate whether event-
driven data compression retains enough information for object detection and
recognition, using state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf deep learning. As the initial focus
is on investigating the accuracy, and not the computational speed-up, batches of
events have been converted into frames which are fed into a SSD [131] CNN.
The algorithm therefore runs at a limited frame-rate, but without modifying the
network, to ensure that performance can be attributed solely to the data itself.
Importantly, the robot and camera are themselves moving and background clutter
is present in the event-stream, which can lead to misclassification if discrimina-
tory information is not present in the data. Experiments aim to evaluate the
sensitivity of the algorithms to the temporal parameters chosen. Such parame-
ters affect a frame-based adoption (the integration window) or a SNN (typically
the leaky-decay parameter). A good understanding of the effect of the temporal
parameters will direct how training data should be collected and which models
need to be trained for a more large-scale experiment. One of the mayor contribu-
tion of this work is the development of a method for bootstrapping frame-based
methods to train and benchmark event-based models. This allows to cope with
the lack of large annotated databases of event-based data.
4.1 Methods
This section describes the employed hardware set-up, which allows for automatic
annotation of event-data, bootstrapping off mature frame-based algorithms, be-
fore describing the datasets used for training and testing the recognition models.




Figure 4.2: The proposed pipeline has three components: automatic event annotation
bootstrapping from frame-based algorithms, model training with events us-
ing annotations as the learning signal, and evaluation comparing events
of different window sizes and frame-based performance. The model (A) is
the pre-trained Tensorflow Object Detection API [132], the operation (B) is
the homography between frame and event cameras, and the re-trained model
(C) is the deep-CNN [131]
The iCub humanoid robot used in this work is equipped with a hybrid camera
set-up in each eye, comprised of both a frame-based camera and the ATIS event
camera, which share the same lens, as depicted in Figure 4.3. The light is split
to fall evenly on both cameras using refraction between the lens and the sensors
themselves. Due to the way the cameras are mounted, the images are planar and
share the same optical axis, however differences in camera resolution, physical
size, and mechanical mounting imperfections still exist. A simple homography
defining an affine transformation is all that is needed to translate and scale the
event-pixel positions and re-project them to frame-pixel positions.
The homography, HvToRGB, is calculated after visual signals are undistorted
(both frame and events), using standard methods to estimate the intrinsic camera
parameters using multiple observations of a known visual fiducial. A similar
procedure can also be used to compute HvToRGB, by feeding the points detected
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Figure 4.3: The hybrid camera setup mounted in the robot’s eyes. The light comes
through the pupil and half of it gets redirected towards the frame-based cam-
era placed on one side of the eye, whereas the remaining light reaches the
event camera placed on the back.
on the calibration pattern to the OpenCV method findHomography1, which can
estimate the affine transformation between a set of source and destination points.
The result of the calibration is shown in Fig. 4.1. This hybrid-camera set-up is
also useful to benchmark event-based algorithms against frame-based state-of-the
art.
The iCub has a 6-DoF head that is controlled to direct the gaze of the robot
to points of attention during operation. In the following experiments gaze version
(left and right) and tilt (up and down) are employed to move the camera at known
speed.
4.1.2 Automatic Annotation
The hybrid-camera system allows to bootstrap event-based learning algorithms
by automatically annotating the data using off-the-shelf frame-based algorithms.





(a) 1 ms (b) 10 ms (c) 30 ms (d) 100 ms (e) 500 ms
Figure 4.4: Example training data (top row) and testing data (bottom row) for the
banana with different temporal windows
architectures included in the Tensorflow Object Detection API [132]. Using the
API it is possible to extract the location of objects in the scene and convert the
resulting bounding boxes into their corresponding location in the event stream by
applying the inverse of the homography H−1vToRGB. The result is an automatically
labelled event-stream which can be used to train the event-based detection model
using the annotations as the teaching signal.
The automatic annotation has the limitation that event-frames can only be
produced at the frequency of frames (e.g. 30 Hz) and that false negatives cannot
be learnt by the event-model. However, the former problem does not impact
training, as it is performed off-line when frame-rate is not an issue. Although,
using an event-driven approach to framing might produce more data more quickly.
The effect of the latter problem is reduced during training by minimising motion
blur in the frames and ensuring successful annotation for a wide variation in poses
such that the event-model has an improved chance of generalisation.
4.1.3 Dataset Acquisition
4.1.3.1 Training
Datasets for training were captured by holding an object stationary in front of
the iCub. The eye motors were then engaged to produce small circular motion
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such that all object edges were at some point perpendicular to the eye direction
of motion and given a full circle was performed, a full outline of the object was
obtained. All possible directions were covered in 1 second of motion.
The object was slowly rotated and moved closer and farther to capture differ-
ent object orientations and scales, for a total of 30 seconds. Each frame with a
successfully classified position and object class was used to generate a correspond-
ing frame of events and the annotated bounding box was used as the teaching
signal. The process was repeated for 5 objects: banana, bottle, mobile-phone,
keyboard, and remote-control, producing a total of 1125 images. This method
was used to reduce motion blur in image frames to improve annotations, rather
than due to a limitation of the event-camera.
All events within a temporal window were used to produce an event-frame.
Event-frames were created with a pixel value of 127 for no event, and a value of
255 for the presence of an event. Alternative methods are described in Section 4.3.
Different temporal window sizes are used as discussed in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.3.2 Testing
Datasets for evaluating the performance of the trained models were obtained by
holding an object in front of the iCub cameras and moving the eyes left to right
to produce a horizontal object displacement equal to the full image size. The
speed of the eye was set to 30 degrees / s which corresponded to 150 pixels / s, or
inversely, 6.7 ms / pixel, for each of the 5 objects. Event-frames were produced
with different temporal windows, as in the training datasets. The testing dataset
is different from the training dataset, as the latter generates motion in all possible
directions. As event-cameras generate events only for changes due to motion of
edges, in the testing dataset, edges parallel to the direction of motion do not
generate events, making the dataset more difficult to extract objects.
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(a) banana (b) bottle (c) phone (d) k.board (e) remote
Figure 4.5: Example data for each of the object classes. Events are depicted with a 30
ms temporal window
The ground-truth position and category of the object was annotated by hand,
such as to evaluate the performance of both event-based and frame-based models,
and to remove the dependence of events on correct frame annotations for the final
evaluation.
4.1.4 Training a Deep-CNN with Event-data
Five models were re-trained for object detection and recognition from events.
Each model was trained by using a different temporal window when producing
event-frames; the window values were: 1 ms, 10 ms, 30 ms, 100 ms and 500 ms,
and covered almost 3 orders of magnitude.
The model used was a SSD [131] object detection meta-architecture using the
Inception-v2 architecture [133] as feature extractor.
As proved in other work [114], fine-tuning the network rather than training
from scratch, allows to reuse features trained on big benchmark datasets, and
specialize to the specific target task. However, in [114] the recognition task was
performed on colour images, similar to the ones present in the original dataset
used to pre-train the network. In the study case of this work the images gener-







Table 4.1: Training parameters
tained in any available image recognition dataset. Nonetheless, it was found
that using the provided pre-trained models trained on the COCO dataset [79]
(ssd inception v2 coco) was a valid starting point for training the model.
For training, horizontal flips and SSD random crop schemes are reused, as
well as the data preprocessing schemes. All categories included in the recorded
dataset were also part of COCO. The theoretical architecture of the automatic
annotation network and the event-trained networks is the same.
Training was performed on a Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU using the
parameters shown in Table 4.1. All trainings were conducted by simultaneously
evaluating the error on a test set containing roughly 30% of the total dataset,
and iterating until the error reached its minimum or no-longer improving.
4.2 Results
The results obtained with traditional images are evaluated in comparison to
frames generated from events. The aim of this study is to first check if there is
enough information in the events to separate objects from people and background
and then to detect the object class, also analysing the dependence from the tem-
poral window used to generate the frames. Finally an experiment in low-light,
and high-speed is presented, in order to validate and motivate the advantages of
using an event-camera for object detection and recognition.
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Figure 4.6: The detections over time for a 30 ms event temporal window, for each
object. Since the objects move mainly horizontally, all the results are given
against the x coordinate. The green shaded area denotes the ground truth
location (i.e. within xmin and xmax), whereas each vertical bar represents
a frame with a successful detection, where the top and bottom ends of the
bars represent the detected location of the object.
4.2.1 Pipeline Output
The output of the trained model is the time and position of bounding boxes
inferred directly from events. Fig. 4.6 shows a qualitative analysis of the event-
based boxes and frame-based boxes in the X-axis only (as the eyes were moved
only left to right, the Y-axis was constant) compared to the ground truth. For
the temporal windows of 30 ms (both training and testing) the object localisa-
tion was comparable for both events and frames throughout the dataset, and
for each of the different objects. This is an initial result that indicates that ob-
jects are separable from the background events using deep CNNs. Both events
and frames overestimate the size of the keyboard, and the event-based detection





As typically done for evaluating this task, detections were classified as correct if
the Intersection Over Union (IOU) of the boxes (i.e. the amount of overlap) was
above 50%. To evaluate the detection capabilities of the trained event-model the
category classification is ignored and the average precision and recall is calculated
over all objects (Fig. 4.7) depending on the temporal window used in the model
training (x-axis) and the temporal window of the data used for testing (each
series).
The 30 ms testing window performed with highest precision ( 80%) and recall
( 55%) when using the models trained at 30 ms and 100 ms (Fig. 4.7). This result
is consistent with the example training and testing (Fig. 4.4) images, in which the
edge thickness is comparable for these window sizes. The camera velocity was
lower in the training datasets than the testing datasets leading to the smaller
testing windows matching to the slightly larger training windows.
Both training and testing using 1 ms and 500 ms temporal windows had much
lower recall values, which are again reflected by either under-representation of the
object or blur from over-integration respectively (Fig 4.4). The 10 ms and 100
ms windows achieved comparable, but slightly worse, performance to the 30 ms
windows.
The detection performance is therefore sensitive to the temporal parameters
chosen, which must be selected based on the method of training, and the task
in which recognition will be performed. However, and importantly, these results
also provide a measure of the parameter tolerance which can be estimated at
approximately 1 order of magnitude (in this case 10 ms to 100 ms).
The best window size for the datasets (30 ms) is comparable to the frame-
based in both precision and recall. For this reason it can be concluded that




(a) Precision (b) Recall
Figure 4.7: The precision and recall averaged over all objects for each training and
testing temporal window
4.2.3 Detection-and-recognition
Recognition requires both the location of the object and the class of the object
to be correct (IOU > 50%). The event-based recognition models again perform
comparably to the frame-based models, with the majority of recognition being
correct, seen along the diagonal (Fig. 4.8). In the event data, the ”bottle” and
”remote” are often confused, while in the frame data the ”phone” and the ”re-
mote” are often confused (see examples of these images in Fig 4.5).
4.2.4 Event-camera Advantages
The previous two experiments were performed in conditions in which both tradi-
tional and event-based cameras operate well. A final experiment was performed
in low-light and with very-fast motion, in which a traditional camera is expected
to fail, but a event-camera should theoretically still function. The motivation
was to demonstrate why research into event-cameras is advantageous, as well as





Figure 4.8: The recognition recall rate of each object using the 30 ms training and
testing temporal window compared to the frame-based recognition
Figure 4.9 shows the comparison of the detection results using frames and
events. The time is discretised along the x axis in the number of frames recorded
during the experiment. The blue vertical bars represent the moment in time
where either fast motion or low light condition starts (please notice that the fast
motion state continues until the end of the experiment). Each cross represents
a frame with a successful detection using either RGB images (blue crosses) or
events (red crosses).
The experiment shows that the frame-based camera achieved many detections
under standard conditions but failed under both fast motion and low-light. Al-
ternatively, the detection rate of the event-based camera was unaffected by the
fast motion, and still managed a functionally usable amount of detections even
in the low-light conditions.
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Figure 4.9: Detection and recognition is performed under extreme motion, and very-low
light conditions, with comparison of the results using frames and events.
The time is discretised along the x axis in the number of frames recorded
during the experiment. The blue vertical bars represent the moment in time
where either fast motion or low light condition starts (please notice that the
fast motion state continues until the end of the experiment). Each cross
represents a frame with a successful detection using either RGB images
(blue crosses) or events (red crosses).
4.3 Discussion
The event-stream consists of additional information that was not evaluated in this
pilot-study. Events have a polarity (whether the light increased or decreased),
which was ignored. Pixel intensity values could also be set proportional to the
event-count per pixel, or to the time since the last event occurred, to give a larger
variation in the contrast with which edges are represented. Incorporating such
information could lead to improved class separability but could also be irrelevant;
for example, ignoring polarity might remove the need to train an object with both
a dark and light background. Testing with more speeds and training data, as well
as optimising parameters will also affect results. The presented study forms the
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baseline to which further studies can be compared.
Ghosh et. al. [129] concluded that forming frames using a fixed number of
events was superior to using a fixed time window. However, in a robotic context,
in which the camera can be moving or stationary, or the depth and size of a
moving object can vary widely, using a fixed number of events still results in
large variation of the appearance of objects and background when framed. For
this reason, the tolerance of the deep-learning architecture to the variation in the
temporal window was investigated instead.
The number of objects is quite low compared to state-of-the-art algorithms
that can manage thousands of objects. However, for testing the sensitivity to the
temporal parameter choice, with only the limited number the effect presented
itself. As the event-stream does not include colour and subtle textures, many
objects can look similar even to a human (e.g. Fig. 4.5). Nevertheless, the deep
CNN was still able to identify the unique features to distinguish between these
categories proving that the method has some scalability. Again, pushing this
limitations is the goal beyond this pilot-study.
One goal of this study was to identify best practices for gathering a much
larger dataset for event-driven object recognition with deep learning techniques.
For a larger dataset the training data will be made with faster and small eye
movements to limit blur, while producing consistent event-frames across a wide
variety of temporal windows. It should be possible to train on a single large
window rather than multiple different windows. However, testing may need to be
done on several temporal scales simultaneously if the object/camera speeds vary
considerably, as the models tolerance to this parameter has its limits.
The algorithm recall rate is around 50% (Fig. 4.7) and looks sparse (Fig 4.6).
However, frames occur at around 10 Hz and thus the frame-based approach is
still producing 5 detections a second, which is usable for practical purposes. Even
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still, it is possible to push events to a much higher rate, however currently events
are only tested at the same rate as the frames to simplify the comparison.
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Chapter 5
Object recognition with a
Spiking Neural Network
So far it was proved that events can be used for the purpose of both detection and
recognition, however, the classification system used in 4 does not take into ac-
count the different data format and, as a consequence, does not take advantage of
all the information contained in the events, such as the fine temporal details. This
chapter will take a step further by implementing an architecture that is specifi-
cally designed to process event data. This work was carried out in collaboration
with professor Emre Neftci using a Spiking Neural Network (SNN). As described
in Section 2.3, training a SNN may be problematic due to non-differentiability
of spikes and therefore the impossibility of direct application of gradient-based
learning such as Back Propagation (BP). Nevertheless, there is an increasing body
of works focusing on how to overcome some of the constraints given by Back Prop-
agation (BP) [52,134–138] and professor Neftci has also been focusing on how to
exploit the latest algorithms in order to train a SNN [51, 55, 139]. These works
aim at going beyond the assumptions needed by BP, which are not compatible
with a neuromorphic setup, both on a biological and practical point of view.
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In the traditional training pipeline of NNs, first the forward pass computes
neurons activity and generates an output, which is compared with a target in
order to estimate a loss function. The resulting error signal is then propagated
backwards via synaptic connections that are symmetric to the ones used in the
forward pass. The network parameters can thus be adjusted by taking the deriva-
tive of each synaptic weight with respect to the error via recursive application
of the chain rule [140]. Generally, the error signal is propagated with high accu-
racy i.e. as a double precision floating number. Therefore BP works under the
following assumptions:
1. symmetric synaptic weights between back and forward pass, also known as
the weight transport problem [138]
2. use of multiplication with derivatives and activation functions
3. use of high precision error signals
4. alternation of forward and backward passes
Such assumptions lead to a number of problems that limit the algorithm scal-
ability. Before performing an update, the input must be propagated all the way
to the last layer and then back, increasing the training time as the network gets
deeper, and also delaying the update of intermediate nodes which need to be on
idle, waiting for the downstream gradients to become available. This is known
as the update locking problem. The latter also results in the use of backprop-
agated error signals which are non-local to the weight being updated, requiring
the network to maintain its state for the entire duration of the forward pass,
significantly increasing the memory requirements. Additionally, the use of high
precision floating point parameters and complicated operations, increases even
further the computational requirements of the BP algorithm.
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In a recent work [52], a remarkable discovery has paved the way for a new
training procedure which does not require the strong assumption of symmetric
synaptic connections. In what they call Feedback Alignment (FA) algorithm,
the weights used to propagate the error backwards are replaced by fixed random
values, showing not only that there is no need for such constrained connectivity,
but that any random projection of the error signal to the previous layers would
suffice for training the network. The term Feedback Alignment comes from the
observation that, over training time, the forward weights tend to align to the
random ones. Figure 5.1 shows how the angle between the two weights matrices
shrinks over training. The reason behind this happens is still unclear, however
intuitively, it can be supposed that there is a flow of information that pushes
the two weights to align and once this happens the backward pathway starts to
contain meaningful information that can push the update along the right direc-
tion. Despite the lack of understanding, such behaviour is consistent with the
non-symmetric connectivity in biology. There is no evidence that the neurons
need such assumptions in order to learn and moreover, they do not need a global
knowledge of other synapses weights. In fact all of the learning that takes place
in the brain is performed locally at the neuron level and FA shows that this could
be modelled into a neural network in order to develop more efficient and scalable
networks.
However, FA still utilizes information which is not local, delaying the parame-
ter update until the error signal becomes available. To address this problem, [56]
introduces the first multi-layer architecture that updates the weights in a su-
pervised fashion only using information which is locally available at the synapse
level. To achieve this, each layer of the network gets connected to an intermediate

















Figure 5.1: Figure from [52]. The two plots show (a) how the weights W tend to align
to the random ones B and, as a consequence, (b) how the direction of the
update driven by FA gets closer to the one driven by BP.
In this way, the update can be performed locally both in space, by using variables
which are available at the neuron level, and in time, by doing the update as soon
as the signal passes through the layer and without having to wait for the last layer
to have computed its output. Remarkably this approach has outperformed FA
and at the same time has relaxed even more the assumptions of BP, making one
further step towards a more biologically plausible and scalable learning algorithm.
Building on these results, [51] has developed the Event Driven Random Back-
propagation (eRBP) algorithm, that aims at delivering a spike-driven learning
rule which at the same time overcomes the weight transport and the non-locality
problem. The main core of the algorithm is a three-factor learning rule driven not
only by pre and post-synaptic spikes, but also by an error signal, as introduced
in [137]. The latter paper argues that this learning rule could be applied to either
supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning paradigms, depending on
the nature of the error signal, an idea that was also reported in [52]. In the case
of eRBP, the error is the random projection of a loss function computed locally
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at each layer of the architecture, similar to [56]. The eRBP dynamics for synapse
j of neuron i can be summarized as follows
∆wij = Ti Θ(Ii) S
pre
j (5.1)
where Ti is the random projection of the error, S
pre
j the spike train of presynap-
tic neuron j, Θ(Ii) is the derivative of the spiking neuron’s activation function
evaluated at the total synaptic input Ii. For a spiking input, the derivative com-
putation would result in a non-smooth function which is hard to train on and is
thus replaced by a simple approximation to a boxcar function:
Θ(Ii) =
1 if bmin < Ii < bmax0 otherwise
The relaxation of the gradient computation is useful for the purpose of nu-
merical optimization, but it does not affect the forward pass, which would still
contain the hard threshold of the spiking neuron model [55].
All of these concepts are embedded in the Deep Continuous Local Learning
(DeCoLLe) architecture [20], a spiking network with locally trainable layers, no
symmetric synaptic weights and trained with a three-factor learning rule. Figure
5.2 shows a block diagram of a possible network configuration. More details about
DeCoLLe will be provided in the following sections.
5.1 The neuron dynamics
The DeCoLLe implementation utilizes a LIF neuron model. The driving parame-
ters of the model are the traces P and Q which describe the state of the membrane
and the current-based synapses respectively. Each spike from an afferent synapse
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causes an injection of current into the postsynaptic neuron which results in an
increase of its membrane potential U , which sums all the input activities coming
from presynaptic neurons. In the following the post and presynaptic neurons will







j wijPj(t) represents the Post Synaptic Potential (PSP), that is the
immediate increase that occurs whenever a new spike is emitted, weighted by
the synaptic weight of the synapse connecting neuron j to neuron i. The PSP is
driven by the input current, which in turn depends on the spikes being emitted
on that particular synapse. The reset term Ri(t) sets the membrane potential
back to its resting value after the neuron i spikes.






where τpot is a temporal decay factor which causes P (t) to naturally decay to 0 in







Again there is a decay factor τsyn that pushes Q(t) back to 0 when no spike is
received. The spike term Sj(t) is set to 1 whenever the membrane potential of
neuron j exceeds a certain threshold θ, resulting in:
Sj(t) = Θ(Uj(t)− θ) (5.5)
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where Θ(·) is the Heaviside unit step function. For the sake of simplicity θ can
be set to 0.







where wrp is a tunable parameter that regulates the magnitude of the reset, τrp
the length of the refractory period, and Si(t) the output spike. The reset only
occurs right after the neuron spikes i.e. Si(t) 6= 0, and gradually goes back to 0
allowing the neuron to fire again.
This formulation is in agreement with the Spike Response Model (SRM) which
models also the response to the neuron’s own spike [141].






Pj[t+ 1] = αPj[t] +Qj[t] (5.8)
Qj[t+ 1] = βQj[t] + Sj[t] (5.9)
Sj[t] = Θ(Uj[t]) (5.10)
Ri[t+ 1] = γRi[t]− wrpSi[t] (5.11)
where α = ∆T
τsyn
, β = ∆t
τpot
and β = ∆t
τrp
are the decay factors that regulate the
leak in P [t], Q[t] and R[t] respectively. Using this formulation it is possible to
implement the SNN behaviour as a special case of a RNN, in which the cur-
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Figure 5.2: Figure from [20]. The DeCoLLe architecture. Each layer is independent
from the others and can be trained to output arbitrary targets (Y 1, Y 2, Y 3).
Training happens locally via random projection of the error signal (black
dashed line). The green arrows represent the connections with trainable
weights. Finally the state of the neurons is carried forward in time via
recurrent connections (black curved arrows).
rent state of the network depends both on the input and on the previous state.
Such dependency is visualized in Figure 5.2 as self connections between the layers.
5.2 Derivation of the learning rule
Given the formulation provided in Section 5.1, the network of spiking neurons
can be considered as a special case of a RNN. This means that it is possible to
utilize learning algorithms that have been applied to RNN. In this case an ap-
proximation of the Real Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL) [142] is implemented.
The latter has the advantage that it does not require a precisely defined training
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interval, however, it requires non-local communication. Deep Continuous Local
Learning (DeCoLLe), instead constraints the variables being used to compute the
gradient to be local to the layer of neurons being trained.
The learning rule can be derived starting from the definition of the derivative




where subscript l denotes the layer where the gradient is being computed. In
order to enforce the locality of the gradient propagation, the derivative are only
computed between variables at layer l. To compute the loss function Ll locally,
an auxiliary target is provided at each layer. The target could be arbitrary, but it
was found that the use of the same final layer target yields good results, because
each layer tries to compute the best features to perform the classification, and all
the successive layers will build on the previous features to improve them [56].











In Equation 5.13 the term ∂Ll
∂Sl
denotes how a change in the spikes would affect the
loss. In other words, it can be interpreted as an error signal el to be propagated
through layer l.
Equation 5.5 provides the formulation of the spiking term as Sl = Θ(Ul),








5.2 Derivation of the learning rule
Solution of this equation is problematic because it involves the differentiation of
a step function which is zero everywhere except for zero where it is undefined. To
overcome this problem a surrogate gradient is utilized in order to relax the non-
smooth spiking non-linearity for purposes of numerical optimization [55]. The




1 if − b ≤ Ul ≤ b0 otherwise (5.15)
where σ′(·) denotes the surrogate gradient function and b delimits the boxcar
boundaries. In this implementation b = 0.5.
The last term left to compute is ∂Ul
∂Wl
. Ul can be replaced with its definition







In the latter it appears a dependency on the reset term Rl, which is hard to
compute because it requires backtracing the neurons’ history. Furthermore, it
mainly serves the purpose of a regularizing term, preventing the neurons from
firing at high rate, and does not add any meaningful information for learning. Its
calculation can therefore be dropped and its regularizing function compensated
by manually add a regularization directly in the loss as explained in Section 5.3.
The final three-factor learning rule is therefore given by:







with ρ being the learning rate. The weight update depends both on pre and
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Figure 5.3: Figure from [20]. Deep Continuous Local Learning (DeCoLLe) computa-
tional graph unfolded in time. The gradient can be computed as soon as Ll
is available and is only propagated locally. Gl is a linear random classifier
which does not get updated, so the only trainable part is Wl
postsynaptic activity as well as the error signal. All the variables necessary for
the computation of ∆Wl[t] are readily available within the layer (local in space)
at the time the forward pass is being computed (local in time). Figure 5.3 shows
the computational graph of the DeCoLLe architecture unfolded in time. The gra-
dient can be computed as soon as Ll is available and is only propagated locally.
By construction the availability of Ll is instantaneous because it depends only
on timestep t. In the figure, Gl denotes a linear random classifier which does not
get updated, whereas the trainable part is indicated by Wl.
One of the main advantages of DeCoLLe is that the gradient can be computed
using the automatic differentiation tools already available in modern machine
learning frameworks. This not only allows the portability and reproducibility of
the code, but also the exploitation of optimized training routines which take ad-
vantage of GPU parallelization to accelerate learning and inference. Nonetheless,
the network being inherently spiking, the trained parameters could directly be
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mapped in neuromorphic hardware for deployment. As opposed to [37] or other
similar approaches where the weights of an ANN gets mapped to SNN, here the
training happens already in a network that takes into account the spiking dynam-
ics, hence it would not be necessary to perform any weight conversion whatsoever.
Additionally, as depicted in Equation 5.17, the learning rule is relatively simple to
compute as it only involves comparison and additions, it is plausible to implement
the learning directly on chip [143].
5.3 Methods
Previous sections provided a detailed mathematical formulation of the neuron
dynamics in both forward and backward passes that shows how the layers are
completely independent from one another. In fact, when designing the network
it is possible to stack as many layers as the task at hand may require. Additional
computation could also be interposed in between two successive DeCoLLe layers
in order to perform i.e. spatial pooling or dropout. Another choice regarding the
network’s architectural design is the neuron connectivity between layers. This
is defined specifically by the connection between Pl and Ul, which determines
how the information coming from presynaptic neurons gets interpreted and prop-
agated forward. For instance, layers could be connected with convolutional or
linear patterns depending on the type of data being analysed. The implemented
architecture has been optimized performing grid search and is illustrated in Table
5.1. Convolutional layers were used to compute features to cope with the visual
data, and the feature size progressively reduced in order to extract more infor-
mative features in deeper layers.
The dataset used to validate the network is an expanded version of the one
described in Section 4.1.3, with a total of 11 classes of objects and 4 different
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Layer # Out Features Feature Size
ATIS 2 304×240
Downsample 2 32×32
7×7 Conv 128 32×32
Pooling 128 16×16
Dropout 0.5 128 16×16
Fully connected 11 1
7×7 Conv 128 16×16
Dropout 0.5 128 16×16
Fully connected 11 1
7×7 Conv 64 16×16
Pooling 64 8×8
Dropout 0.5 128 16×16
Fully connected 11 1
Table 5.1: Network’s architecture. The input from the camera is downsampled and
split into two features encoding the two polarities. The rest of the network is
composed by three layers with decreasing number of parameters. The output
of each fully connected layer represent the intermediate readout on which it is
possible to compute the loss and perform the local weight update as explained
in Section 5.2
instances per class. The network receives as input two event images containing
positive and negative polarities respectively. Each sample provided to the net-
work is a 500ms long recording of an object which is sliced in 500 chunks of data
with duration of 1ms. Each slice is represented as a binary matrix filled with
zeros everywhere except for the locations where events have occurred during the
short temporal window. It is safe to assume that the number of events that occur
during a millisecond is low enough to well approximate the asynchronicity of the
SNN. Furthermore, within such a short period of time it is nearly impossible to
gather enough information to produce a meaningful classification, proving that
the network is indeed properly maintaining a memory of the recent history, even
though past neuron activity is not explicitly stored.
As loss function Mean Squared Error (MSE) was employed, plus a regularizing
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(Yl − Ŷ )2 + λ1l〈ReLU(Ul + 0.01)〉+ λ2l〈ReLU(0.1− sig(Ul))〉 (5.18)
where Yl is the output of the classifier of layer l and Ŷ the expected output,
which in this case is the one-hot vector with 1 in correspondence of the correct
class of object to be recognized and 0 elsewhere. Subscript l is omitted in Ŷ
because the same target is used across all layers. In the regularization part the
〈·〉 is a mean operator and sig(·) denotes a sigmoid, which approximates the step
function. The two regularizing terms force the membrane potential to stay below
the threshold and keep the firing rate low. Such sparsity is especially important
when carrying out the computation asynchronously, i.e. on dedicated hardware,
to keep communication bandwidth and power consumption requirements as low
as possible.
5.4 Results
The performance of the network is evaluated in terms of classification accuracy on
the test set. The dataset is randomly split in training and testing set containing
70% and 30% of the samples respectively. The accuracy is computed separately
at each layer and plotted against the training epochs, together with its standard
deviation (shaded area) as shown in Figure 5.4. The accuracy increases with
the depth of the network, but that the performance increment becomes less pro-
nounced after layer 2, proving that the network has already learnt good features
at that stage. Overall the network reaches an accuracy of about 0.6450, 0.8502,
0.8683 at layer 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Test accuracy of DeCoLLe network over training epochs. Accuracy is com-
puted every 10 epochs locally at each layer and plotted with its standard
deviation (shaded area). As the network grows deeper the performance in-
creases, but the increment becomes less pronounced.
To track the quality of the regularization the activity rate of the network
was analysed, that is the percentage of neurons that spike at each time step in
average. Figure 5.5 shows how the average of active neurons drops over training,
proving that the regularization term is actually taking effect. The activity rate
for each layer is 0.0986, 0.0301 and 0.0418, which means that most of the neurons
are silent at each time step, resulting in computational requirements saving and
power consumption decrease when deploying on a neuromorphic platform.
5.5 Discussion
This chapter presents the implementation of a biologically plausible, local learn-
ing rule, that allows training of a SNN exploiting available machine learning
software tool for GPU parallelization. The neuron dynamic is mathematically
formalized in order to treat the SNN as a special case of an RNN, allowing the
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Figure 5.5: Mean activity rate of the network expressed as percentage of spiking neurons
at each time step. The regularization forces this number to be slow in order
to enforce sparsity, resulting in a low number of spikes with big savings in
terms of computational requirements and power consumption.
use of learning procedures of recurrent networks. Building on this assumption
the DeCoLLe learning rule is derived, overcoming the assumptions made by BP.
The network has been trained to perform object recognition on recordings taken
from the iCub robot in presence of background clutter generated by the camera
ego-motion, achieving classification accuracy about 87%.
This result opens the possibility of a robotic implementation in order to pro-
vide a low-latency, low power consumption, asynchronous classification system
which can also deal with fast dynamics or poor illumination condition, given the
capabilities of the sensor. DeCoLLe takes full advantage of the data nature, po-
tentially working at any time-scale. Given that no explicit history of the neuron
is retained, the network is already showing a good adaptability to time scale.
Still, the temporal parameters τpot, τsyn and τrp require manual tuning but other
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approaches can be attempted, such as allowing multiple values within the net-
work or making them trainable. In this way neurons would specialize to their
preferred time-scale but this would require further experiments.
The activity rate is properly regularized, preventing the neurons from spiking
at high frequencies. In this way the sparsity and asynchronicity of the input is
retained throughout the network. This is usually problematic in regular CNN,
because, even if the input is sparse, as more and more convolutions are applied
the sparsity is lost [144]. By keeping the network’s activity as low as possible,
DeCoLLe optimizes the amount of processing required resulting in reduced com-
putation and power consumption.
Finally, DeCoLLe is directly portable to neuromorphic hardware, allowing for




This thesis work presented analysis and implementation of algorithms for object
detection and recognition using event-based cameras. To address these tasks it
was necessary to understand limits and advantages of the sensor, and the associ-
ated data representation, in the target robotic scenario. One of the big challenges
posed by this specific scenario is the activity generated in cluttered scenes by the
robot’s motion.
This challenge was addressed with the development of an event-driven model
of attention that specifically selects object-like stinuli as described in Chapter
3. To be relevant in a robotic application, the attention must select regions of
the visual field which contain objects that iCub could interact with, therefore the
system has been tailored to elicit a stronger response in presence of objects within
a certain range of distances from the robot and sizes. The attention model was
derived from biological evidence of similar attentive system in humans. In this
sense, the use of event cameras represent an increase in the overall plausibility of
the model, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, in which the sensor replaces some of the
early computational stages of the model, while off-loading part of the processing
from the software module.
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The attention alone, however, does not provide a complete image processing
system, as it represents one of the earliest stages of this pipeline. Once the object
is detected, it needs to be recognized. To tackle the recognition task, a feasibil-
ity study was required to prove that the events carry sufficient information to
distinguish different classes of objects, as further described in Chapter 4. The
doubt was given by the significant difference between the appearance of frame
and event-based cameras outputs. To dispel this doubt, an off-the-shelf state-of-
the-art deep learning architecture was retrained with event data.
Unfortunately, as pointed out in Section 2.5, the small number of available
datasets for event data represents a limitation when designing a spike-based algo-
rithm. For this reason, Section 4.1.3 introduced an automatic annotation system
to easily record labelled data, resulting in a dataset for object recognition with
class and bounding box labels, where the head motion ensures the presence of
background clutter.
Chapter 4 demonstrated that event-based object detection and recognition is at
least possible for natural robotic scenes with background clutter using off-the-
shelf deep learning. The conditions are somewhat more difficult than prior work
in event-based CNNs [104,129] and more similar to typical robot conditions.
To feed the CNN with an image, it was necessary to accumulate events over a
certain temporal window. The problem with this kind of representation is that
the rich temporal information contained in the events is lost and that a manual
tuning of the temporal parameter is required. Thereby, an analysis on the tuning
of that parameter has been carried out. Results indicate that performance is
sensitive to the window duration which influences how long visual information is
relevant, to within a single order of magnitude. The implication is that for very
specific tasks the parameter may need to be tuned appropriately, but for a wide
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range of tasks typical of a domestic robot, a single parameter should suffice.
Nevertheless, results of experiments in very fast situations and low-light condi-
tions demonstrated that the employment of event cameras has some advantages
over the frame-based ones.
Results from Chapter 4 provided a proof-of-concept of usability of the events
for the target application. However, the use of off-the-shelf architectures, which
are not intended to process event data, prevents a full exploitation of the sen-
sor capabilities. For this reason, Chapter 5 introduces the implementation of
DeCoLLe, a SNN specifically designed to deal with spike-based data. DeCoLLe
provides an architecture and learning rule which overcome some of the prob-
lems of BP which prevent the famous learning algorithm from being applied to
SNN, neuromorphic hardware and being biologically plausible. In particular, BP
works under the assumption of symmetric connectivity, alternation of forward
and backward passes, and the use of precise communication channels and error
signals. These have been relaxed using a three-factor learning rule which depends
only on local variables and uses a random projection of the error signal, solving
the weight transport, update-locking and non-locality problems introduced by
BP. More details can be found in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 which provide a mathe-
matical formulation of the neuron dynamics and learning rule respectively.
The implemented architecture is finally evaluated on an expanded version of the
dataset recorded in Chapter 4 yielding promising results, even better than the
ones obtained in Chapter 4, demonstrating that a properly trained spiking archi-
tecture is better than regular CNNs to deal with data coming from event cameras.
Additionally, DeCoLLe is, by design, well suited for deployment on neuromorphic
hardware, and therefore represents one further step towards the development of





An ongoing project is currently focusing on integrating the attention and recogni-
tion system in a fully spiking setting. To this aim a SpiNNaker implementation of
the proto-object saliency model is being developed, which first requires the con-
version of the model to a spiking setup. In parallel, the attention mechanism is
being used as a preprocessing stage of the SNN recognition system, in order to de-
liver a full detection and recognition pipeline. The final goal of this project is the
implementation of the whole pipeline in a neuromorphic, asynchronous fashion
in a robot, which could naturally interact with the surroundings by intelligently
exploring the visual field, selecting the most salient regions and subsequently rec-
ognize what the attended region contains. This thesis represents a small step
towards the development of a robot which is more aware of its environment and
that can explore and interact with it in an efficient manner. As such, there are
many open questions and further developments that can be explored.
As an example, the kernels utilized in the attention module can be improved
by applying learning technique. Some preliminary attempts in this direction have
already been done, but further experiments are necessary. Additionally, in order
to enable an active interaction, the robot could track previously selected regions
and subsequently focus its attention towards new ones, i.e. by implementing an
Inhibition Of Return (IOR) mechanism, which would result in an exploratory
behaviour.
As far as the recognition is concerned, the DeCoLLe architecture could be ex-
ploited more, by harnessing the inherent temporal information induced by the
recurrent structure of the network. In a previous work [20], DeCoLLe has been
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6.1 Future works
utilized to recognize gestures which require to retain some temporal dependency
in order to be properly classified. In future developments, the dataset utilized
in this thesis could be expanded to contain i.e. actions, involving or not the
presence of object, and use a similar architecture to distinguish them. Further
experiments could also be done to test the network accuracy under different con-
ditions of motion or illumination to fully capture the benefits of event sensors.
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